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1. 
PW ЬЛСІ, 
This study originates from an interest in the possible applications of 
'visible speech apparatus' (i.e. devices that visually display aspects 
of the acoustic speech signal) for speech correction of the deaf. 
Most devices that have been constructed to 'display one or more 
acoustic speech parameters (intonation, intensity, spectral composition, 
temporal structure) stem from a teclmical engineering background and 
were not directed towards a practical application such as for instance 
ьрсесЬ training of the deaf. 
Potter, Kopp and Green (1947) were the first to apply 'visible 
speech' as an aid for the deaf, albeit with regard to speech perception 
rather than speech correction. This example was followed by several at­
tempts tu use newly developed visible speech apparatus for the benefit 
of speech correction of the deaf. 
Most of these attanpts broke down in their earliest developmental 
stages and did not result in the constiuction of a practicable speech 
correction device, either because of an inadequate definition of the 
requirements for a speech corrector or because of as yet unsolved tech­
nical problems in the construction uf the apparatus, for these reasons 
we do find many indications of potential speech correction devices in 
the literature, but very little research devoted to the actual applic­
ability of visible speech apparatus. 
The present study starts with the formulation of a theoretical 
framework in terms of which a number of relevant aspects of speech pro­
duction and speech acquisition both of the hearing and of the deaf child 
are described. In particular, it offers an opportunity for appreciating 
the implications of the alternative method of speech correction which 
consists in providing information about the speech product. 
Moreover, from the theoretical descriptions, a number of require­
ments are inferred that serve as a nuide in the construction of the 
Vowel Corrector, a device that can be described as an articulation cor­
rector which displays spoken vowels as points in a two dimensional space. 
This Vowel Corrector finally is evaluated with respect to its pract­
ical feasibility as an aid in the articulation correction of the deaf. 

2. 
ι. spani PRODUCTION 
l.l. Introduit ion 
Under normal circunstances the acquisition'of speech of the young 
ihild stems to develop of its own accord. In contrast, for instance, 
with learning to write, the educators of the child do not have to be 
actively engaged in this learning frocess. It is true that the adult, 
when speaking to the young child, will enploy simple sentences, clearly 
mark sentence boundaries, and speak with an emphatic intonation (rcf. 
Levelt 197";), but his real activity is restricted to the occasional cor­
rection of wrong granmar, incorrect use of words or speech errors. When 
the natural process of development is severely interfered with, as jn 
the case of a deaf, the above no longer applies. On the contrai y, whether 
the deaf child learns to speak will depend principally on the active 
speech instruction given by his teachers. 
In practice, the speech acquisition of the deaf will form an in­
tegrated part of his language education (for the problem of language 
teaching of the deaf as a whole, see \an Uden 1968, 1974J. However, wc 
wish to make a sharp distinction between aspects of language and of 
speech, and we shall here be concerned only with the speech aspect or, 
more specifically, with the aspect of correct pronunciation, tvjtn re­
gard to its production technique, correct pronunciation is dependent on 
correct respiration (cf. Lennebcrg 1967, Stetson 1951), on correct phon­
ation (cf. Bouhuys 1968) and on correct articulation. The present study 
is confined to the articulatory aspect of speech production since the 
visible speech apparatus that has been developed and that и)11 be dcb-
cnbed below, displays only articulatory features. 
An important part of our study is devoted to determining the theor­
etical significance of displaying visual aspects of the speech signal m 
speech training of the deaf. In this context, л distinction will be made 
with respect to the types of information that can be supplied to the deaf 
subject during acquisition. The information supplied can be related to 
motor aspects of speaking (e.g. the articulator/ configurations used in 
speaking) or to acoustic aspects of the speech product itself. This dis-
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tinction is elaborated in Chapter 2. 
The significance of acoustic information in the process of speech 
acquisition can only be evaluated adequately when a proper insight has 
been obtained into the relation between the acoustic correlate and 
articulatory behaviour. Tberefore, the present chapter will study the 
process of speech production in considerable detail. 
In order to obtain a better view of the complicated mechanisms in-
volved in the process of speaking, an analogy from the field of skilled 
performances has been chosen and worked out. This analogy is described 
in Sei-tjon 1.2. Next, Section 1.3.1 deals with the problem of the unit 
of speech production. 
1.2. Speech production analogy with flute playing 
In order to elucidate the many conplicated problems cormected with 
the ргоееьь of speaking, we have looked for a suitable analogy, an ana­
logy enabling us to see this process objectively and clearly. The flute-
playing analogy seemed to serve the purpose very well. 
At first sight a certain similarity between the vocal tract and the 
flute seems apparent. As with the mouth, so with the flute, different 
sounds are formed by means of noditymg the resonant characteristics of 
a cavity. The flute-player achieves these modulations by opening and 
closing the holes of his flute, the speaker by changing the adjustment 
uf his articulators. Below, we will examine in detail the flute-playing 
process. 
Flute playing 
Playing the flute can be defined as the production of tones in the 
temporal demain. Here we will in first instance set aside the temporal 
aspect and concentrate on the production only of the tones. On the elab­
oration of the analogy we have m mind a very simple flute, the recorder, 
which possesses 8 holes that can be closed with the fingers. Various 
tones can be generated by forming different patterns of closed and open­
ed holes. 
People who start playing the flute will mostly assume that the im­
portant thing to be 'learnt' consists in the knowledge of the different 
patterns of opened and closed holes (finger positions), because these 
finger positions will enable the player to produce the tones which make 
up the language of music. The totil number of tones that can be produc­
ed on the recorder (restricting ourselves to West-European music) am­
ounts to approximately 24. The nu iber of finger positions exceeds this 
number, since for most tones ther> are alternative finger positions to 
facilitate the playing of certain sequences. Thus the total number of 
finger positions amounts to approximately 40. The aspirant flute player 
will soon find out that the knowledge of these finger positions, however 
essential, is insufficient when actually playing. He will also have to 
learn how the desired finger positions must be realized fron all possible 
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initial positions of the fingers. Then he will discover that, depend­
ing on the actual starting point, the realization of a finger position 
may in one instance be very easy or, in another, most difficult. This 
will be illustrated in two examples. (Figure 1 and 2) 
Finger position for tone A B C 
1 X 
2 X 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
6 0 
7 0 
1 X 
2 0 
3 X . 
4 X 
5 0 
6 0 
7 0 
1 0 
2 X 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
6 0 
7 0 
tigui'e 1. tinger positions for the prodiu'tion of three tones. (The 
letters Jo not correspond to names of notes) 
X = closed hole; 
0 = opened hole. 
For convenience we shall indicate the fingers by the digits 1 to 7. 
Since, in the examples given, the eighth hole does not play a role, it 
will not be mentioned. In order to produce tone С starting from either 
position A or position B, the following, very distinct actions will have 
to be performed: 
A •* С : raise finger I 
В •* С : raise fingers 1, 3 and 4 ; 
press down finger 2 
We hereby assume that fingers which do not change position do not re­
ceive a conmand. 
In order, in our second example (Figure 2, p. 6), to realize tone E 
starting from either D or F, the following actions will be required: 
D -• E : raise finger 6 
F -» E : press down finger S 
Our first example clearly demonstrates that the complexity of the actions 
for the realization of one finger position may vary considerably depend-
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Finger position for tone D F E 
IX 1 λ IX 
2 Χ 2 Χ 2 Χ 
3 Χ 3 Χ 3 Χ 
4 Χ 4 Χ 4 Χ 
5 Χ 5 0 5 Χ 
6 Χ 6 0 6 0 
7 0 7 0 7 0 
- .'¡yuí'e ¿. Finger positions for tke production of three tores. 
ing on the point of departure. The second example shows that there is 
not necessarily a conmon aspect in the various actions that may serve 
to realize one particular finger position. 
It will now be clear that the flute player not only needs to know 
the finger positions of the different notes, but he must also have at 
his disposal a repertoiie of actions which enable him to produce those 
finger positions whatever his initial position is. If we assume that all 
sequences of two tones can occur (which seems reasonable) then the re-
pertoire will consist of P(7 ) = 552 actions. This calculation does not 
take into account the actions required for the production of the auxil-
iary finger positions. If these actions are included, the total number 
will be between 1000 and 1500. 
The most salient feature of the auxiliary finger positions is, that 
they facilitate the transitional movement from one tone to the next. This 
will be of great importance in fast passages. In Figure 3, the difference 
between a standard and an auxiliary finger position is shown. 
Finger position for tone A 
1 X 
2 0 
3 X 
4 X 
5 0 
6 X 
7 0 
A1 
1 X 
2 X 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
6 0 
7 0 
В 
1 0 
2 X 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
6 0 
7 0 
Figure 3. Alternative finger positions for the production of tone A, and 
a finger position for tone B. 
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A is an auxiliary finger position for Λ. The required actions to per­
form В starting from A or \ are, respectively, 
A - В raise fingers 1, 3, 4 and 6 
press down finger 2 
A -* В raise finger 1 
It should be noted that the choice of an auxiliary finger position for a 
particular tone can be determined by the characteristics of the preceeding 
tone as well as of the succeeding tone. Here, conflicts can arise. Take 
for instance the case in which a tone sequence A B C has to be produced, 
where В can be realized by means of different finger positions. It might 
be the case that, following A, an auxiliary finger position for В is poss­
ible or even desirable, but that this finger position forms an unfavour­
able starting position for the production of tone C. We should finally 
remark that a finger position will be termed auxiliary if the tone thus 
produced is of a poorer quality than the tone produced with the standard 
finger position. 
In the simplest case the input for the flute player consists in a 
discrete code in which the tones to be produced and their temporal struct­
ure are specified. The process of playing the flute can now be described 
as follows. In a first stage the player determines which finger position 
will be used to produce each element in the code (note). If there are 
different finger positions available for one note the player must make a 
choice, taking into account the context and the duration of the element 
in question. Thus the original sequence of notes is transformed into a 
sequence of finger positions. By paired comparison of the elements of the 
latter, second code, the player decides in a second stage upon the actions 
needed for the realization of the successive finger positions. This latter 
sequence, finally, still has to be translated into conmands to the proper 
muscles. The process thus far can be represented in a flow diagram. (Fig. 4) 
Notes Transformation Transformation Transformation Muscles 
•* into -• into -» into •* 
(In) finger positions actions neural commands (QJt) 
Figure 4. FLow diagram for the transformation of notes into neural com­
mands to the musctes. 
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Finger p o s i t i o n for tone D F E 
IX IX IX 
2 Χ 2 Χ 2 Χ 
3 Χ 3 Χ 3 Χ 
4 Χ 4 Χ 4 Χ 
5 Χ 5 0 SX 
6 Χ 6 0 6 0 
7 0 7 0 7 0 
rl'jM'e '¿. Finger positions for· the production of three tones. 
ing on the point of departure. The second example shows that there is 
not necessarily a cannon aspect in the various actions that may serve 
to realize one particular finger position. 
It will now be clear that the flute player not only needs to know 
the finger positions of the different notes, but he must also have at 
his disposal a repertoiie of actions which enable him to produce those 
finger positions whatever his initial position is. If we assume that all 
sequences of two tones can occur (which seems reasonable} then the re-
pertoire will consist of P(7 ) = 552 actions. This calculation does not 
take into account the actions required for the production of the auxil-
iary finger positions. If these actions are included, the total number 
will be between 1000 and 1500. 
The most salient feature of the auxiliary finger positions is, that 
they facilitate the transitional movement from one tone to the next. This 
will be of great importance in fast passages. In Figure 3, the difference 
between a standard and an auxiliary finger position is shown. 
Finger position for tone A A H 
IX IX 10 
2 0 2 X 2 X 
3 X 3 0 3 0 
4 X 4 0 4 0 
5 0 5 0 5 0 
6 X 6 0 6 0 
7 0 7 0 7 0 
Figure 3. Alternative finger positions for the production of tone A, and 
a finger position for tone B. 
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A is an auxiliary finger position for A. The required actions to per­
form В starting from A or A are, respectively, 
A -• В raise fingers 1, 3, 4 and 6 
press down finger Ζ 
A - В raise finger 1 
It should be noted that the choice of an auxiliary finger position for a 
particular tone can be determined by the characteristics of the preceeding 
tone as well as of the succeeding tone. Here, conflicts can arise. Take 
for instance the case m which a tone sequence A B C has to be produced, 
where В can be realized by means of different finger positions. It might 
be the case that, following A, an auxiliary finger position for В is poss­
ible or even desirable, but that tins finger position forms an unfavour­
able starting position for the production of tone С We should finally 
remark that a finger position will be termed auxiliary if the tone thus 
produced is of a poorer quality than the tone produced with the standard 
finger position. 
In the simplest case the input for the flute player consists in a 
discrete code in which the tones to be produced and their temporal struct­
ure are specified. The process of playing the flute can now be described 
as follows. In a first stage the player determines which finger position 
will be used to produce each element in the code (note). If there are 
different finger positions available for one note the player must make a 
choice, taking into account the context and the duration of the element 
in question. Thus the original sequence of notes is transformed into a 
sequence of finger positions. By paired comparison of the elements of the 
latter, second code, the player decides in a second stage upon the actions 
needed for the realization of the successive finger positions. This latter 
sequence, iinally, still has to be translated into coimands to the proper 
muscles. The process thus far can be represented m a flow diagram. (Fig. 4) 
Notes Transformation Transformation Transformation Muscles 
•* into -» into -» into •* 
(In) finger positions actions neural commands (Out) 
Figure 4. F Low diagram foi the transformation of notes into neural com­
mands to the musclée. 
From the flow diagram given one could conclude that the process under 
consideration is an open loop process, i.e. does not make use of feed-
back. 
Since the problem of the deal , as regards his attempts to speak, 
is caused by feedback deprivation, we shall also in the-flute compar-
ison look in considerable detail at the role of feedback. 
Ihe role of leedback in fiuti pld>ing 
Pie sensory leedback that thi. subject receives during (and after) 
the perlormance of skilled behaviour can, v\ith respect to its function 
in the piocess, be divided into two types, fhe first type of feedback 
is information that is used for the computation of the on-going behav-
iour, the second type of feedback has no role in the control of the 
behaviour hut fulfills a 'monitoring' function. It does not seem likely 
that all the feedback that is available during flute playing will be of 
the fust type, since this process consists of achieving continually 
changing targets (the finger positions). Whether feedback can be used 
for the computation of the on-going behaviour is not only dependent ön 
the frequency of changes of taiget but also on the duration of the feed-
back loops. 
Feedback of the second type is information that arrives centrally 
too late to be used for the control of the on-gomg behaviour. This in-
formation can, however, be used as a check on already generated behav-
iour and when a discrepancy is detected between that behaviour and a 
certain criterion it will be stopped and may be corrected This type of 
information presumably plays a major role m the acquisition stage. 
We will now give a more detailed description of that part of the 
process of flute playing in which feedback may be expected to play a 
role. This is the stage of the process in which the sequence of finger 
positions is transformed into a sequence of actions. Theoretically there 
are two possible alternatives which will be treated successively. 
1. Open loop. In the open loop model, every action will be deter-
mined centrally, it will not make use of feedback on the actual state of 
the peripheral organs. The knowledge about this state, necessary in de-
termining the actions to follow, may be assumed to be centrally available, 
since this state was the target of the proceeding action. This type of 
behaviour regulation is described by Keele (1968) as controlling by 
means of a motor program. According to Keele, 'the concept of a motor 
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program mav be viewed as a set of muscle commands that are structured 
before a movement begins and that allous the entire sequence to be car­
ried out uninfluenced by peripheral feedback.' (P· 487). Within a model 
of this type, errors may arise when for some reason the state in the 
periphery differs Iran the state that is centrally expected to exist. 
Such a situation may give rise to ал accumulation of errors. 
2. Closed loop. In the closed loop model, infomution concerning 
the state of the peripheral organs is not assumed to be centrally avail­
able. It is thought that information is continuously incoming from the 
periphery via afferent channels. The flow diagram for this model is 
presented in bigure S. 
Notes finger transformation transformation muscles 
~* positions "* into "* into "* peripheral 
actions neural organ 
Τ commands 1 
• feedback — ' 
Figure 5. Flou diaqram illuatratirg the transformatvon of notes into 
neural oormands for the muscles. Cloved loop 
A model such as pictured in the flow diagram above will prove paiticul-
arly useful in those cases where there is central uncertainty regarding 
the peripheral state. This may be the case if neural cconandb do not 
result in the intended state of the peripheral organs. 
The latter model will only work satisfactorily however if the feedback 
loop (A) is short compared with the interval time between successive 
states. The fact is that a new action can only be conputed once the feed­
back on the existing peripheral state — brought about by the preceeding 
action - has arrived centrally (sec I ijjure 6). 
action -» 
state A 
central 
arrival of 
feedback 
B' 
1 
1 
A1 
в 
1 
1 
ι 1 
1 
с 
Bl 
-» t 
Figure 6. Peripheral state and central arrival of feedback as a function 
of Ььте (t). 10. 
Upper· part· 
Л,В,С are states tfinger positions) 
B' i s ι he action that changes A "* S 
I' is the action that changes В "* С 
lower pari 
Λ tu /el Ibark ¡rom state A 
/)' is jralback from action B' 
lì 7г jι eilbai к from state В 
hoodworth (1809) jlready noticed that rapid, successive movements cannot 
bc (.ontrol led by means of visual feedback. Lashley (1951) rules out all 
torms oi sensory control of quick successions of movements occurring in 
puno р1.і)іпц. tien the duration of the relatively fast proprioceptive 
feedbjck is still long compared with the interval time in fast tone se-
фіеікч^. AccordiniJ to traik (1947), 150 ms. pass before a reaction to a 
proprioceptive chingo in arm or hand can be noticed. Gibbs (1965) finas 
in ,i quite different setting 110 тч., while Lashley (1951) reports 
125 ms. I hese dur.it ions rule out the possibility of proprioceptive con­
trol of movements in fast tone sequences. 
Піеіе are instances, however, where the flute player necessarily 
has to iti) on di ferent information. This will be the case when it is 
centrally not known what the peripheral state looks like. This may occur 
when an error has been made in the determination of actions required for 
the .itt.unment of a specific state. The feedback used in such cases can 
be visual or tactile-kinesthetic (possibly auditory). It can also frequ­
ently be observed that when a flute player starts to play, he takes 
notice of the position of his fingers with respect to the holes of the 
flute, cither visually or tactually. 
Smiüiiarizing, wc can characterize the process of flute playing as 
transformations of the input, which normally is made up of a code of 
tones. In a first transformation, the notes are translated into finger 
positions. Next, the sequence of finger positions is translated into a 
sequence of actions. Feedback possibly plays a iole in the determinat-
ion of the actions, this is, however, not necessarib so and would even 
seem vci\ unlikely in very fast tone sequences. In this context the 
giouping assumption made in the literature on skilled performance should 
be mentioned. This assumption is that what was first a sequence of in-
dependent units becomes organized as one new programmed unit. Besides a 
redelimtion of the concept of the unit of production (actually ал al-
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most infinite extension of the number of units), it implies that within 
chunks no use of feedback is made. 
In addition to its function in the control of behaviour, feedback, 
bhethcr it be auditory, tactile, kinesthetic or visual, can be employed 
m the continuous monitoring system of on-going behaviour. In this sys-
tem, feedback from the different sensory modes is matched with a norm 
that defines what the different feedback aspects should look like at 
each noment. If a mistake has been made, the sequence containing an er-
lor may be repeated. 
We shall now turn to speech production and examine to what extent 
the flute analogy can be a model for the process of speaking. 
12. 
1.3. Speaking 
Although there is some apparent resemblance between the flute and 
the nouth as instrument for the production of sounds on the one hand, 
and between flute playing and speaking on the other, we shall now con-
sidcr a number of differences. The flute has been designed for the pro­
duction of a restricted set of sounds that form the alphabet of a (mus­
ical) language, whereas the mouth can produce not only a gamut of non-
speech sounds but, in pi inopie, all sounds of all languages in the 
world. Moieover, the flute has only a limited number of discrete states, 
the mouth, in contrast, can be in an infinite number of states, modul­
ating continuously from one state into the next. The distinctions men­
tioned will presumably have important implications for the learning pro­
cesses that underlie flute playing or speaking. Tins subject will be 
treated in Chapter 2. The distinction between discrete and continuous 
made above has its counterpart in the field of perception and is man­
ifested in the role of the transitional phenomena. In sound sequences 
produced on the flute, the transitions are steplike, they are of very 
short duration and, in principle, alike for all transitional movements. 
In sequences of speech sounds on the other hand, the transitions are 
never steplike, have a relatively long duration and differ, depending 
on what transition is realized. Indeed, they appear to fom a highly 
informational part of the speech signal and therefore to bs of great 
importance to speech perception. (Liberman 1957, Liberman et al. 19ft7) 
With respect also to the processes that underlie flute playing 
and speaking we can point out a number of differences. In thr process 
of flute playing, for instance, it appears very well possible to in­
dicate the units, in the process с f speaking, however, the definition 
of a unit of production will appear to be much more difficult. This 
aspect will be discussed below. Another difference lies m the specif-
lability of the actions required for flute playing and for speaking. 
Though to some extent we are able to specify the necessary behaviour 
for playing the flute, this will appear to be a great problem for speech 
production. This subject will also be treated in some detail below. 
When the number of sounds produced per unit of time in flute play-
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ing and speaking is compared, it can be observed that the maximum rate 
of speaking is higher than the maximum rate of producing tones on the 
flute. Maxima of tone production in very fast passages lie between 10 
and 16 tones per second. The maximum speed of producing speech sounds 
іь estimated to vary from 18 to 24 sounds (phonemes) per second (Lenne-
berg 1967). Such rates can be maintained for short periods of time only 
(Goldman-Lisler 1У54). For the effect of this rate of speaking on percept­
ion see Liberman et al. (1967). 
Finally, we may expect to find differences*between the possible 
role of feedback in both processes, because of the fact that the length 
of the feedback loops is shorter in speaking than in flute playing. The 
implications of acoustic, tactile and kinesthetic feedback in the pro­
cess of speech production will be given considerable attention below. 
Though we are able to point out differences between flute playing 
and speaking, yet as a starting point for our presentation it seems 
justifiable to consider the mouth as an instrument that can be used 
for the generation of sound sequences. Below we will examine to what 
extent the analogy is applicable to the production of speech sounds. 
14. 
1.3.1. Units 
In first instance, the evidence concerning the presence of 
units in speech comes from perception. In the speech signal, sentenc-
es, words, syllables and sounds can readily be identified. For our 
purpose, however, we are not really interested in the existence of per-
ceptual units and therefore we do not wish to consider the pertaining 
research but rather to trace the identity of. the production units in 
speaking. 
The most important evidence with respect to the subject comes from 
speech errors, to which a considerable number of studies are devoted. 
(See list of references from studies cited below) Two thorough investig-
ations of speech errors have been made by Nooteboom (1969) and Frcmkin 
(1971). Fromkin, in the paper mentioned, has made some very interesting 
remarks concerning the theoretical relevance of the unit concept: 'What 
is apparent in the analysis and conclusions of all linguists and psycho-
logists dealing with errors in speech is that, despite the semi-contin-
uous nature of the speech signal, there are discrete units at some level 
of PERFORMANCE which can be substituted, omitted, transformed or added. 
It should be stated here that, were we to find no evidence in actual 
speech production or perception for such discrete units, this would not 
be sufficient cause to eliminate discrete units in phonology or syntax. 
The fact that it is impossible to describe the grammars of languages 
without such units is itself grounds for postulating them in a theory 
of grammar. But when one finds it similarly impossible to explain speech 
production (which must include errors made) without discrete performance 
units, this is further substantiation of the psychological reality of 
such discrete units.' 
From the various studies it can be inferred that several units 
play a role in speech production. The majority of speech errors, how-
ever, refer to separate speech sounds (phonemic errors). In Nooteboom's 
study approximately 60% of the speech errors are phonemic errors. Three 
types of errors can, in general, be distinguished, viz.: anticipations, 
for example: 'Warold Wilson' instead of 'Harold Wilson'; perseverat-
ions, for example: 'Harold Hilson' instead of 'Harold Wilson'; and 
transpositions, for example: 'Warold Hilson' instead of 'Harold Wil-
son'. Anticipation is the most usual type forming approximately 751 of 
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the cases, perseverations and transpositions account for 2(H and 5$ re­
spectively. In phonemic errors, vowels as well as consonants can be in­
volved. Often, consonant clusters function as a group, e.g.'coat thrut-
tmg' instead of throat cutting". Fromkin, however, also gives examples 
in which only one element of a consonant cluster is involved, e.g.'blake 
fruid' instead of'brake fluid'· This finding indicates that consonant clus­
ters should not be regarded as inseparable units, but as composed of 
smaller units. Affricates and diphthongs always act as groups in speech 
errors. 
Syllables and words also sometunes act as units that are omitted, 
added or transposed. The frequency of occurrence is low, however, in 
Nooteboom's collection of speech errors 9'» and 2%, respectively. Although 
it is observed that clusters, syllables and words sometimes act as a 
whole, they should not be considered as indivisible, but instead as be­
ing made up of smaller elements — the sounds — that function more or 
less independently within the mentioned groups. 
The independence of these elements is not complete: the slips of 
the tongue appear to follow certain rules. Thus, a prevocal or postvoc-
al consonant will only be influenced by a prevocal or postvocal conson­
ant, respectively, of an other syllable, the syllabic nucleus will only 
be influenced by the nucleus of an other syllable. Interactions giving 
rise to speech errors occur more frequently between similar elements, or 
between elements within similar phonetic contexts. Moreover, it appears 
that all occurring speech errors obey the phonological rules of language; 
in other words, sounds or sound sequences not occurring in the language 
will not appear in speech errors. Tins peculiar property is charactei ist-
ic of speech errors: the freedom of movement of elements on a lower lev­
el are determined by construction rules of a higher level. Because of 
this property Ітоткіп stresses the hierarchical character of the ргоссьь 
of speech production. 
The 'distinctive features' ionn a special case. Nooteboom reports 
not to have found evidence which indicates that distinctive features be­
have as independent units feature substitutions do not occur in his 
collection. Fromkin, however, gives examples of speech errors which can 
be most easily explained by assuming that distinctive features behave 
as independent units. This holds for about 5'» of her collection of speech 
errors. An example of feature transposition in which voicing is involved 
is: 'big and fat' -* 'pig and vat', b -» ρ = +voice -* -voice, f -» ν = 
-voice -» +voice. She sums up: 'the only conclusion one can draw from the 
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examples of feature switching given above is that at least some of the 
proposed distinctive features are independent behavioral units.' (p. 37 o.e.). 
Since feature substitutions always result in an other speech sound, these 
mistakes are often classified as phonemic errors. For example, 'gall the 
curl' instead of 'call the girl' can be regarded as к -* g or as -voice -* 
•voice. 
From the preceeding presentation, we infer two arguments to confirm 
the view that the phoneme is the building block m the process ot speech 
production rather than the syllable. The syllatile, notwithstanding its 
function as a structuring unit, cannot be considered to play this role 
In the first place, the fact that the number1 of syllables far exceeds 
the number of speech sounds (in English there are approximately 8000 
syllables, ref. Heffner, 1969) forms a, be it indecisive, counter-argu­
ment. Secondly, and more importantly, is the following consideration. 
Let us suppose for the menent that the syllable is the building block 
in speech production. We would then expect those syllables that do not 
occur in a language not to appear m speech errors either, as is the 
case with phonemes. This, however, does appear to happen and we can cite 
two examples of the use of such non-existent syllables in Dutch, from an 
article by Cohen (19651, viz · 
'bruuk' in 'rubruuk' instead of 'rubriek' 
'zuut' in 'U zuut' instead of 'U ziet'. 
Though we realize that the reviewed data do not guarantee a defin­
itive conclusion, we still support the phoneme as the most probable, un­
it of speech production. Here one remark should be made as regards the 
use of the term phoneme. Perhaps it would be more correct to use the 
term 'phone' or 'speech sound' instead of 'phoneme' (as Fromkin (1971) 
does), as the concept 'phoneme' has certain theoretical connotations 
(e.g. bundle of distinctive features) not relevant in this connection. 
Since in most of the studies quoted below the tenu 'phoneme' is used 
and not 'phone', we shall adhere to the term phoneme. 
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1.3.2. Units in speech production 
Die phonemes, regarded as being the building blocks in the pro-
cess of speaking, have the same function as the notes for the flute 
player. There is one important difference. The flute player has at his 
disposal a code in which the units are specified (the code of notes), 
the speaker, however, has not. He will either have to conceive the 
phonemes himself (in spontaneous speaking"), or to infer them from an 
acoustic message that he wants to imitate, or, in the case of reading 
aloud, to transform the orthographic code into a sequence of phonemes. 
Below we shall examine the question as to whether the phonemes under-
go similar transformations to those of the notes in the flute model or 
whether a one-to-one relationship exists between phonemes and neural 
comnands to the articulators, as has been suggested in the literature. 
So far, the phonanes have no objective status. They only exist in 
the head of the examiner who could infer them from speech errors.On tbe 
analogy of flute playing one would expect that these units can similar-
ly be identified in the acoustic signal. It is well-known, however, that 
such 'phoneme invariance' is not found in the acoustic speech signal. 
Several authors have reported that, even in one speaker, the acoustic 
properties of different realizations of the same phoneme vary according 
to context, stress and rate of speaking. These phenomena, indicated by 
the terms coarticulation, reduction and neutralization, are described in 
detail by several authors. Liberman (1957, 1967) demonstrated the 're-
structuring' of the phonane in the acoustic signal, Lindblom (1963) 
showed in spectrographical analysis the considerable effects of stress 
and speaking rate, while Koopmans (1972) examined modifications of the 
phoneme as a function of speaking mode. The acoustical variation that 
is found is so large, even in singly spoken words, that it forms a real 
problem for procedures of automatic speech recognition which are based 
on the identification of separate phonemes. 
If no invariance can be shown in the acoustic signal, one would 
expect to find no invariance either in the configuration of the speech 
apparatus during the production of the various variants of a phoneme 
(allophones) and, accordingly, no invariance in the neural comnands to 
the speech apparatus. In the flute model we would explain the observed 
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differences in the acoustic signal by assuming that different articulat-
or/ configurations were used for the realization of a sound, depending 
on its context and the rate of production. 
An influential group of investigators, the Haskins group, has de-
\eloped a quite contrary hypothesis which states that to each phoneme 
there is one corresponding neural cormand. In this conception the ob-
served acoustical variation is attributed to mechanical constraints of 
the articulators or to the effects of overlap of neural coimands. In 
this context one should remember that the mouth is a continuous instrum-
ent. Therefore it is possible (in contrast to sounds produced on the 
flute) that a sound is perceptually acceptable even when the 'ideal' pos-
ition of the articulators has not been realized. (The 'ideal' position 
is that position of the articulators that is reached and maintained for 
some time during the steady state of a slowly pronounced phoneme, with 
no context influences.) Also relevant to the hypothesis mentioned are 
the investigations by Liberman et al. (1967) which show that the inform-
ation determining the identity of a phoneme in the acoustic signal is 
not confined to the corresponding segment only but is also to be found 
in adjacent segments. 
A model which assumes a one-to-one relation between phoneme and 
neural cormand is attractive. Not only is it very simple, fitting the 
requirements of parsimony, it moreover provides the possibility of ex-
plaining the existence of the perceptual unit, viz., the phoneme. The 
motor theory of speech perception (Liberman et al. 19b2) is, in fact, 
based on the assumption that, corresponding to the phonemes, there are 
invariant motor commands, on which the incoming acoustic signal is map-
ped. In the next paragraph the most rigid variant of such a model will 
be discussed. This model assumes invariant motor commands up to the 
level of muscle innervation corresponding to phonemes. 
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1.4.1. Ли jltcinjtivc model: imjn.mt motor comnunds 
In his 19"Ό article, McNeilagc reports 'In 1958 the Haskins 
croup began an attempt to show that the EMG (electromyographic) correl­
ates of the phoneme will prove to be invariant m some significant 
bense' (p. 183J. This electromyogr.iphu research records muscle potent­
ials b> means oL electrodes placed in or on the surface of muscles of 
the articulators. A description of the electromyographic technique is 
given by Iromlun and Ladefoged (I9b6) A direct relation is assumed 
between neural command and electromyogram. 
It should be kept in mind that the flute model, even if there 
were only one position per phoneme, does not predict invariant IWGs. On 
the contmry, it supposes different actions for the realization of one 
particular position depending on the starting position. It seems reason­
able to postulate that this process also applies to speaking. Indeed, 
the modifications of the articulators necessary for the attainment of a 
speech sound will depend quite as much on the initial position of the 
articulators. Consider for instance the difference of the movements that 
must be executed for the realization of the /p/ in the sequences /ap/ or 
/mp/. 
The first BIG studies seemed to support the hypothesis ol one invar­
iant neural command to the articubitory muscles per phoneme, regardless 
of context, etc. However, closer investigations of these studies and lat­
er research furnished data that showed л considerable amount of van m a 
in the IJ4Gs corresponding to one phoneme. 
Homkin (lOfifi), for instance, analysed clectromyograms of the orbit-
uiaris orbis of а ьреакег that pronounced a list of monosyl I allies, rhe 
list was made up of CVCs ot the types /dVd/, /bVd/, /dVb/, /bVb/ jnd 
/pVp/, in which the vowel V was systematically varied in all consonant­
al contexts. The most important measures used to determine the similar­
ity between IWGs were the amplitude of the highest peak of the BIG sign­
al, duration of muscle activity and the tune interval between BIG trace 
and acoustic signal. The B K signals corresponding to the articulations 
of an imtal /b/werc found to be relatively invariant, this was also 
the case for a final /b/, an initial /p/ and a final /p/. Considerable 
differences were observed, however, between BIG parameters of an mit-
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lal /b/ and a final /b/, as well as between an initial /p/ and a final 
/p/. As expected, the articulation of a /d/ did not produce any signif-
icant muscle activity. The /dVd/ series was only used to determine which 
vowels did demand activity by the orbicularis orbis This appeared to 
be the case for the rounded vowels, bromkin could thus demonstrate that 
when a rounded vowel was preceeded by a bilabial consonant, the activ-
ity associated with the vowel was considerably reduced. Neither this 
latter finding, nor the mentioned differences that were found between 
initial and final /b/ and /p/, fit a model assuming invariant motor 
comnands corresponding to phonemes. 
McNeildge and De Clerk 0969) tested the same hypothesis m a 
studv in which they made use of 1Í1C recordings and of Lineiluorograms. 
Сinetluorograms are obtained by filming the intra oral structures with 
a high speed camera after appl)ing a film-sensitive material to the 
tongue, the lips and part of the palate (ref. Strenger 1968). EMG pot­
entials were recorded by means of 8 electrodes placed on different 
articulators. In this study the subject also pronounced monosyllables, 
viz. all combinations of the consonants /b,d,g/ and the vowels 
/i,u,£E,o/. In all cases the investigators found coarticul.ition effects 
of preceedmg phonemes in one or more aspects of the EMG, in most cas-
es coarticulation effects of succeeding phonemes could be demonstrated 
as well. Effects of C. on C, (in C^VC,) were not iound. ITie authors 
conclude that invariance down to the level of muscle contraction can 
certainly not be assumed. 
A model based on invariant pilóneme commandb can always be main-
tained by assuming that invariance occurs at some higher level. For 
this reason McNeilage and De Clerk developed a model that indeed starts 
from invariant comnands but that also possesses a number of mechanisms 
that may explain some peripheral variance. These mechanisms, namely, 
an 'Anticipatory' mechanism, a 'Compatibility' mechinism and a 'Gamnj 
Loop' mechanism, partially based on physiological evidence, each pre-
dict a special type of coarticulation effects. The authors compared 
the predictions with the observai empirical coarticulation effects and 
concluded that not all effects c m be explained by the hypothesized 
mechanisms. We shall later return to the most important of these mech-
anisms, the gaima-loop systan. 
In a recent study, Sussman et al. (1973) demonstrated not only 
interactions between neighbouring segments but also interactions be-
tween more distant segments. Thus a left-to-right effect of \. on X, 
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in V.CV7 syllables was found. Тіиь tinding will diso prove to have con­
sequences for a model which has yet to be discussed and which is based 
on context-dependent motor coiranands. bor the moment, we conclude that 
phoneme-invariant contnands on the level of actual muscle innervation 
are not found. 
There are two possibilities of maintaining the principle of the 
model. One is to propose a different unit, e.g. allophones. Ivickelgre" 
(1969) has actually developed such a model that will be described be­
low. A second possibility is to assume that the neural commands are put 
in terms of target positions for the articulators (go-to comnands, ref. 
Iiberman 1967), such that each phoneme corresponds to a target position. 
The model must incorporate a mechanism that copes with the actual real­
ization of a target position. It should be noted that such a model 
does not predict a one-to-one relation between phoneme and motor com­
mand to the articulators (as inferred from BIGs) and accordingly has 
no difficulties with the peripheral variances described above. The lat­
ter model will be discussed in Section 1.4.2. 
An associative model based on allophones 
In his 1969 article, Wickelgren attacks a view concerning the pro­
cesses underlying speech put forward by Lashley in his famous 1951 art­
icle. 'The problem of serial order in behavior'. In this article, Lash­
ley shows that an associative model ('associative chain theory') for 
speech production is untenable. Such a model assumes that each element 
from a message (e.g. the phonemes of a word) triggers the following be­
cause of an existing direct association. The process may be guided by 
feedback from the on-going actions (fairbanks, 1954), but it can also 
be located centrally which solves any difficulties that may arise as a 
result of long feedback loops. [ash ley presents two arguments for the 
untenability of the model. In the 1 irst pld(_e, he points out that an as­
sociative model cannot solve the time-order problem, since the elem­
ents can and do occur in several different orders. 1 rom the example he 
uses in this context (the pronunciation of the word 'right' and its re­
versal 'tire') it can be inferred that the elements are conceived of as 
phonemes. The second argument refers to retroactive coarticulation. 
Though an associative model can explain effects of preceeding events, 
it is hard to see how it can anticipate future events. Besides, as 
Lashley remarks, serial actions are very easily executed in different 
rates. Fran these facts, Lashley concludes that an 'associative chain 
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theory' is not adequate, instead, he proposes a relatively independent 
mechanism that determines the serial activation of motor elements. 
Wickelgren argues that the question whether an associative model 
is tenable or not depends on what is considered to be the behavioral 
unit. Instead of lashley's (context-free) phoneme, he proposes a (con­
text-dependent) allophone as unit. Thus the word 'stop', for instance, 
is not composed of the elements s, t, ο, ρ but of the elements S , 
Τ ,
 t 0 , Ρ . When a person wants to pronounce the word 'stop', it is 
assumed that the auditory representation S , Τ , О , Ρ, calls up 
the corresponding elements in the articulatory domain, which are not 
as >et in any sequential order. The correct order is brought about by 
associations between the elements, whereby the association of S is 
w t 
greatest with Τ , and the association of Τ is greatest with
 t 0 , 
etc. Therefore S.. evokes Τ and Τ evokes .0 and so forth. The fact if г so so ΐρ 
that the word 'stop' can also be pronounced in a different order, for 
instance 'post' does not pose a problem for this model, since the two 
words have different internal representations. According to Wickelgren, 
the model cannot deal with words in which two identical pairs of 'el­
ementary motor responses' are followed by a different 'elementary mot­
or response'. As an example he gives the word 'lampblack' = /lampblak/ 
and remarks: 'This sequence has two 'identical' pairs of adjacent phon­
emes followed by a different phoneme in the two cases /la/ followed bv 
/m/ and later /la/ followed by /k/.' (p. 6). Here the nodel would fail. 
However, says Wickelgren, there is no need to reject the theory, for in 
the first place only very few words have the mentioned properties, and 
secondly, the problem can be solved by assuming that these words are 
cut m two and each part treated separately. Λ better solution accord­
ing to Wickelgren would be to suppose that besides context-allophones, 
there are also stress-allophones 'Thus the two /a/s in /lampblak/ are 
not identical, they differ in stress' (p. 7 op. cit.). 
These ad hoc modifications, however, are not necessary since the 
two elements already differ in the unmodified conception- they are 
namely coded as .A and ,A. . Consequently, the model works well in these 
cases. 
There are cases where the model is ambiguous. Take for instance 
the artificial word 'OTOTOT'. The internal representation will be S>-., 
Τ , 0 , Γ , JD , Τ . In this word, the associative strength between 
the first Τ and the second 0 will be as large as the associative strength 
between the first Τ and the third 0. Therefore, one might expect the res-
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ponse OTOTOT as well as the response OTOT. In this context we mention a 
study by McKay (197U) showing no higher frequency of occurrence of the 
speech errors predicted by Wickelgren's model. 
The following objections can be made against the model. In the first 
place, the number of elements that is assumed (and accordingly the number 
fi M-
of internal representations) is near 10 . Wickelgren brushes this 
point aside by remarking that the number of neurons in the brain amounts 
to approximately 10 .Though this may be true, one should check whether 
or not a more economical solution is possible. Secondly, there is no 
evidence to support the existence of allophones as independent units in 
production, whereas such evidence has been found in support of phonemes. 
Л final objection comes from McNeilage (1970) who interprets Wickelgren's 
model as d speech production model in which the articulatory elements 
are conceived of as motor conmands. Such a 'motor conmand model' in 
which the possible responses consist of a limited number of motor com­
mands cannot explain how a person is able to speak with a distorted 
speech apparatus (for instance with the teeth clenched). 
This nurtbei· is based on aomputations which assume thai, besides str^cs-
allophones, there are context-allophones caused by influences fron ad­
jacent phonemes. The above-cited study by Sussman et al. (1973) de­
monstrated, hooever, that there are also allophones caused by effects 
from more distant segments. This implies that Wickelgren's estimate is 
too low. 
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1.4.2. An alternative model: invariant tarfiet positions 
A model that assumes that each phoneme is always realized by 
means of one target position for the articulators, is more economical 
than the 1 lute-playing model. The latter model,indeed supposes that 
each sound can be realized by more than one tinger position ( = target 
position). Another point of difference may appear to exist in the man­
ner in which the target positions are actually realized. 
The idea of one target position per phoneme is, in part, based on 
investigations by Lindblom (1963) who made a spectrographical analysis 
of vowel reduction. Vowel reduction is a tendency to pronounce unstres­
sed vowels as schwa. From Lindblom's study it appears that reduction is 
most probably determined completely by reduction of duration (increase 
of stress is accompanied by lengthening of segment duration). See Fig­
ure 7. 
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Figure 7. Formant position аз function of segment duration. F.- and 
F„_ are target positions of F and F , respectively. 
(After Lindblom 1963) 
From the spectral analysis of several CVCs differing in stress 
(i.e. in duration), it appears that the degree to which the formants 
of a spoken vowel actually reach those of the 'ideal target position' 
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(i.e. the positions of the formants in the steady-state part of a sus­
tained vowel) can be predicted by means of a function that relates tonn­
ants to segment duration. The asymptotes of the separate (exponential) 
functions for F. and F, form the ideal target positions of both formants. 
rhe functions can be specified independent of phonetic context and can 
thus form an invariant ch.iidctcusTic of a vowel. This finding fits a 
speech-production model that issues 'go-to' coimands corresponding to 
phonemes to the articulators. Such a model assumes that peripheral co-
articulation may be the result of inertness in the peripheral apparatus, 
such that when a comiand for the next position arrives, it has not yet 
attained the ideal target position of the previous coimand. 
Validation of the hypothesis that there is only one 'go-to' com­
mand per phoneme cannot be based on electromyographic data, but must 
rely on an analysis of the movements of the articulators themselves 
(direct measurements, cinefluorograms, etc.). This testing is hindered, 
however, by the assumption that the target position specified in the 
'go-to' conmand need not actually have been reached, due to the inert­
ness of the peripheral system. For this reason, the reduction phenomena 
cited above are no counter-argument against the hypothesis. Below, we 
shall discuss some phenomena that appear to be incompatible with the as­
sumption of phoneme invariant target positions. 
McNeilage and De Clerk (1960) found in cinefluorograms they made dur­
ing the pronunciation of CVCs of the type /gVg/ that hyoid elevation dur­
ing the production of the final /g/ was smaller when the preceeding vowel 
was low /э, as/, than when this was a high vowel /u,i/. The speech sound 
under consideration, the final /g/, is the last of a sequence. Tins means 
that there is ample time for the realization of it and accordingly there 
is no reason to suppose that the same articulatory position should not be 
reached in all cases. Thus it зеепъ that different conmands are used for 
the production of /g/ in different contexts. 
Ohman (1966) reported a similar phenomenon. He showed a coarticulat-
lon effect in X-ray motion pictures, namely that the dorsopalatal area is 
smaller during the production of /u/ before /g/, than during the product­
ion of /u/ before /d/ (See Figure 8, page 26). It appears that this phen­
omenon remains even if the /u/ is lengthened considerably. Tins finding 
should point to an interpretation, not in terms of an overlap of a 'go-to-
/u/' command, by a 'go-to-Zg/' or by a 'go-to-Zd/' cemtnand, but in terms 
of two different coimands for two distinct articulatory positions, namely 
/u/ before Zg/ and ZuZ before ZdZ. 
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Figure 8. Tongue position during the production of /u/ before /g/ 
(solid line) aHd /u/ before /d/ (dashed line). From Clhman 
(1968). 
McClean (1973) observed a considerably delayed onset of velar move­
ment in those cases where a marked junctural boundary existed between 
the two vowels in a C W N (N = nasal) sequence. Also this observation is 
incompatible with the assumption of a phoneme invariant 'go-to' command. 
Sussman et al. (1973) described a phenomenon that was termed 'neuro­
muscular compensation' during the production of V.CV^s. If the С is a bi­
labial, this sound may be coarticulated by an open V 9, which consists in 
a decreased elevation of the lower jaw. This reduced jaw movement is com­
pensated by the underlip which is raised more than normal (this enhanced 
activity can be found in the electromyogram of the M. mentalis) in order 
to produce the necessary bilabial Lonstriction. The demonstrated neural 
compensation will not be expected from a phoneme-invar ι ant 'go-to' com­
mand model. 
Abbs (1973) examined the consequences on speaking of anaesthctiz-
ation of the N. mandibularis. In this investigation an effect was found 
that resembles that of the preceeding study. It appears that in the nerve-
block condition the jaw-closure movement for the production of the final 
/p/ in / p œ p / is too slow or insufficient. The author concludes that 
other articulators (most likely the lips) have compensated for the insuf-
ficient jaw movement. This study differs from the above mentioned research 
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by bussman and others in that it debcnbes the speaker's apparent abil-
ity to compensate for occurring distortions-in the articulatory system. 
In this respect it is related to those studies that examine the consequ-
ences of artificial distortion or constraints of the vocal tract on art-
iculatory behaviour. This reseaich in particular yields'data incompatible 
with the 'go-to'-comnands model. 
1indblom and Sundberg (1971) described an experiment m which sub-
jects spoke a number of sustained vowels while clenching a small block 
between their teeth, thus fixating the jaw opening. A spectrographical 
analysis was made of the first glottal pulse, thus eliminating the pos-
sibility of the use of acoustic feedback (the only type of feedback from 
which an adequate correction might be inferred) for readjusting the art-
iculators. From this analysis it appeared that the formant patterns ap-
proach the normal values within rather narrow limits. These spontaneous 
articulatory compensations can only be interpreted by assuming that the 
speaker can make use of alternative target positions. 
This experiment is in agreement with the everyday observation that 
people can speak with a pipe (for an investigation on 'pipe' speech see 
Nooteboom and Slis, 1970), pencil or potato in their mouths or with 
self-imposed constraints, such as clenching the teeth or not rounding 
the lips. Also in these cases very complicated reorganizations of the 
target positions of the articulators have to be realized. In these cas-
es some form of practice (making use of feedback) may be involved. 
The phenomena cited above cannot be explained by a model of speech 
production that assumes phoneme invariant 'go-to' commands. This at 
least implies that the model in tins form is too simple. The most ser-
ious objection against such a model is that it is too rigid. The cited 
phenomena do not at all indicate a rigid operation of the articulator)' 
system in terms of invariant commands, but on the contrary, an extrem-
ely functional and adaptive mechanism which exploits the possibilities 
of the vocal tract by taking into account perceptual requirements on the 
one hand and the mechanical constraints of the oral structures on the 
other. Especially the ability to compensate for distortion - behaviour 
that may be compared to the transfer of writing with the one hand to 
writing with the other — point at the great pliability of the system. 
It also indicates that the assunption of motor-fixated neural commands 
corresponding with phonemes is untenable. If we still wish to use the 
term 'target' it will have to be defined more abstractly. We cite McNeil-
age (1970): 'It is difficult to believe that a speech production system 
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based on storage of discrete movement patterns could make such a spont-
aneous adjustment (needed in coinpensntinR oral distortions - authoi 's 
note) by mnediately producing a new set of motor patterns.' (p. 189). 
McNeilagc then tentatively supposes that for each phoneme there are a 
limited number of articulatory targets, specified in an'internalized 
spatial coordinate system, which represents the vocal tract. The latter 
idea stems from Lashley (1951). If it is true, there is still the quest-
ion of how the speech-production system decides for a certain target pos-
ition. . 
In the flute-playing model we have not as yet paid attention to this 
aspect. It will supposedly be clear that in flute playing this will be 
less of a problem than m speaking. First, the number of alternative 
finger positions is limited and explicitly specified. Thus it does not 
appear too difficult to describe the choice of a target position with 
the help of a limited number of rules that are based on some insight in-
to the operation of the flute on the one hand and on the perceptual ac-
ceptability of the corresponding sounds on the other. Secondly, there 
will usually be no need for the flute player to adjust to occurring dis-
tortion in his flute, except for very simple distortion in one dimension. 
Most likely the flute player will not be able to compensate for more com-
plicated structural distortions of the above mentioned type that can be 
applied to the vocal tract. To start with the latter point: the observed 
fact that a speaker knows how to produce more or less adequate speech 
sounds even with a severely distoited articulator apparatus points to-
wards the very special way in which the articulatory apparatus must be 
internally represented. This 'knowledge', at any rate, includes more than 
a limited number of target positions required for the production of a set 
of sounds. 
The choice of a particulai way of realizing a speech sound in a cer-
tain context must be based on the knowledge as to which 'allophone' will 
be perceptually acceptable within the given context, fhis 'allophone' 
could be conceived of as a point in an multidimensional perceptual space 
that belongs to a cluster of points forming all possible 'allophones' of 
one phoneme. The corresponding articulator/ position might then be found 
by mapping the perceptual space on the internal space representing the 
articulator/ configurations. A very similar point of view has been brought 
forward by Nooteboom (1970). 
The presented description is besides vague also not quite adequate: 
in the case of a distorted vocal tract, the choice of an 'allophone' in 
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the perceptual space cannot be made independent of the existing distort-
ion, which implies that somehow the altered properties and possibilities 
of the vocal tract are 'known' in the perceptual space. It seems imposs-
ible at present to describe this mapping process in a model that is suf-
ficiently concrete. 
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1.5. The role of feedback 
In the preceeding text it could be shown that the flute model gives 
an adequate description of some important aspects of speech production. 
rhe model, however, still needs some elaboration. Besides the aspect 
discussed in the last paragraphs - the determination of allophones and 
its articulator/ counterpart — there remains the stage in the process in 
which the necessary actions for the realization of an articulator/ pos­
ition are determined and the possible role of feedback m this part of 
the process. This latter aspect will be discussed below in some detail. 
Recently, a great interest has been shown in the possible role of 
feedback in speaking, or, in other words, for the question as to wheth­
er speaking must be considered an open-loop rather than a closed-loop 
process. This interest is apparent from investigations in which feed­
back is actually experimentally manipulated as well as from studies 
that, being based on the former research, try to develop a view on the 
role of feedback. Before discussing this research we shall first take 
a look at the closed-loop model of speech production by Fairbanks (1954) 
which may be considered representative for the type of models that were 
based on the science of cybernetics, then in development. 
Fairbanks's model 
In his 1954 article, 'A theory of the speech mechanism as a чсг о 
system', Fairbanks proposes a theory of speech production in which he 
hypothizes that afferent information on the process of speaking that 
reaches the subject via acoustic, tactile and kinesthetic pathways not 
only has a monitoring function, but also р1:іуч ал important role as 
feedback in a closed-loop process lor the production ol speech. Via the 
mentioned channels, the feedback is fed to a central comparator where it 
is compared with a nom. This comparison results in a correction signal 
(error signal). If the correction signal is zero (i.e. input matches out­
put), the next 'speech-unit' is selected and sent to the effectors (see 
Figure 9, page 31). 
Fairbanks can only propose this model as a speech-production model be­
cause he conceives speaking as a tracking task (he actually makes a com-
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ligure 9. Simplified model of speech production by Fairbanks. 
parison with χ thermostat) during which correction can be carried out 
on the output until some defined norm has been reached. Such a model, 
however, does not sufficiently take into account the complicated tune 
order requirements in the speaking process, which are the very narrow­
ly defined temporal structure of speech on the one hand and the durat­
ion of the feedback loops on the other. Because of these properties, it 
will m many instances not be possible to carry out correction respons­
es on a speech unit, for the simple reason that at the moment feedback 
arrives centrally the norm will already have been replaced by the norm 
belonging to the following speech unit. Let us have a closer look at 
the auditory feedback, the type of feedback that according to bairbanks 
plays such an important role in the control of aiticulatory behaviour. 
The reaction tune (RT) to a simple auditory stimulus is approxim­
ately 130 ms., but when acoustic information is used for a correction 
response, reaction tune is estimated to be much longer. Simon (1968) 
examined reaction tune in a two-choice RT-task where the subject had 
to move a control handle to the left or to the right in response to 
corresponding verbal conmands. In the most favourable conditions the 
investigator measured an average reaction time, defined as the time 
elapsed between a verbal coimand and the beginning of a movement, of 
370 ms.¡ We may reasonably assume that at least the same amount of time 
is required for the formation of an articulatory correction response, 
because complicated transformations must be executed m order to trans-
late a discovered deviation in the acoustic signal into an adequate 
correction cemmand to the articulators. There will certainly be 'speech 
units' that are executed within this period of time, so that correction 
based on auditory feedback is ruled out. This also holds, even when it 
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іь assumed that the system іч able to pi edict what state will be attain­
ed m the near future, since these predictions can only be based on act­
ions corresponding to the realization of the ongoing speech unit. 
Fairbanks's conception of a completed speech unit that triggers the 
following speech unit is an idea that fits an associative model. The 
conception, however, only makes sense if the speech unit is defined. If 
a speech unit is to be considered an acoustic segment, it should be tak­
en into account that, as Lenneberg (1967) has shown, acoustic units 
(segments with a defined duration) do not remain units (segments in the 
time domain) after transformation into neural conmands, partly because 
ot differences in length of nerves to the various muscles essential to 
articulation (activation latency). In fact, a considerable rearrangement 
and overlap of neural conmands belonging to different acoustic segments 
must be supposed to occur. Fairbanks remains very vague about the con­
tent of the speech unit, he writes 'such a control unit should not be 
identified with any of the conventional units such as the phoneme, the 
syllable, the word or the word group It might be ventured tentat­
ively that the unit of control is a semiperiodic, relatively long, art-
iculatory cycle, with a correlated cycle of output.' 
However much the model is still in want 'of further elaboration, it 
does in any case predict disastrous effects on speech production if feed­
back is eliminated or reduced. This topic will be examined below. Mysak 
(1966) and Chase (1967) developed models for speech production that are 
essentially identical to Fairbanks's model. 
Empirical evidence of feedback deprivation 
A speaker receives feedback about his speaking behaviour via three 
sense modalities auditory feedback; tactile feedback concerning contacts 
between the different articulators; and kinesthetic feedback about stretch 
and movement of muscles and joints. Vibrational feedback will be left out 
of consideration because of its unimportance. 
Research into the effects of experimental manipulation of feedback 
on speaking, can accordingly be devided into studies on the effects of de­
layed auditory feedback (DAF) and the effects of removing or severely lim­
iting acoustic feedback (masking noise); studies on tactile feedback de­
privation by anaesthetizing oral surfaces; and studies on combined tact­
ile and kinesthetic feedback deprivation by blocking afferent nerves from 
one or more articulators. First we will report in brief a number of these 
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studies and subsequently evaluate them. 
In the well-known studies of the DAF effect on speaking, the sub-
ject receives his own acoustic speech signal delayed via a headphone. 
The first investigations were done by Lee (19S0 a, b, 1951) followed 
by a large number of studies by other investigators. Review papers have 
been written by Smith (1962) and Linsener & Linsener (1963). The most 
important effects reported by all authors are slowing down of speaking 
rate, increase of loudness and pitch and growth in number of speech er-
rors. Linsener & linsener (1963) mention that their subjects speak in a 
more monotonous fashion under the experimental conditions. Chase (1967) 
and Linsener & Linsener (1963) report very considerable intenndividual 
differences in subjects, some subjects do not even show any effect at 
all of the feedback delay. The effect is greatest when the delay lies 
between 200 and 250 msec. (Fairbanks), delays smaller than 100 msec. 
and larger than 1 sec. do not cause any trouble. 
Fairbanks (1955) and Linsener & Linsener (1963) made a detailed an-
alysis of speech errors under DAT conditions. According to the latter 
authors the most frequent errors are, m order of importance repetit-
ion of syllables, substitutions of words and syllables, omissions of 
words, syllables and speech sounds. Fairbanks (1955) supposes that DAF 
conditions mainly affect the formation of articulatory movements. 
The effects that occur in DAF conditions in fact tell us little 
about the consequences of elimination or reduction of feedback, but more 
about the consequences of supplying subjects with incorrect feedback. 
This fact makes the interpretation ot the observed facts very difficult, 
actually the proposed interpretations of both Lee (1950) and Fdiibanks 
(1955) are inadequate (ref Smith 1962). On the question concerning the 
function of auditory feedback m speaking, the most important iinding is 
that all subjects continue to speak (be it less well) under experimental 
conditions and that some subjects appear to be quite resistent to feed-
back delay. Clearly, these data do not jllow the conclusion that auditory 
feedback plays an indispensable role in speech production. 
In a more direct attempt to establish the function of auditory feed-
back in the process of speaking, Ladefoged (1967) presented to both ears 
of subjects white noise that was so loud that the subjects could no long-
er hear their own vpice¿4 not even by bone conduction. The subjects_ma_de 
"Tpontaneous remarks. The following pecularities were found in their 
speech, many vowels were changed with respect to length and quality, 
some non-nasal speech sounds were nasalized and vice versa. The latter 
effect was also reported by Rutherford (1967) who related the finding 
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to the small sensitivity of the velum and the accordingly poor tact-
ile feedback from this aiticulator. Other effects are concerned with 
piteli and intonation: the pitch was found to be higher, the intonat-
ion more monotonous with a preference for a simple fallniß intonation 
pattern. Ladefoged reports that the subjects could ыпц a familial tunc. 
Rutherford, however, asseits that subjects can hardly мпц under the 
circumstances. Because of tightening of the muscles of the larynx, 
changes in voice quality occurred. l,adefogcd notes th.it all effects 
mentioned are not necessarily caused by the elimination of auditoiy 
leedback, but can perhaps be attributed to the effect of the very dis­
ruptive strong noise on speaking. Ringel and Steer (IflbJJ also report 
that their subjects spoke louder and slower; moreover they observed 
changes in the phonation-silence ratio. Maybe these latter effects also 
are secondary. Much more research is required to solve all problems con­
nected with the function of auditory feedback in speaking. 
More research has been done on the consequences of deprivation of 
tactile feedback of the vocal tract on the speaJang process. Before des­
cribing the results of this research we shall present some notes on the 
manner in which the tactile feedback is eliminated. Normally, one of two 
methods is followed: either the surfaces of the oral cavity are anaesthet­
ized, or one of the sensory cranial nerves serving the mouth is blocked. 
A problem inherent to the latter method is that besides the tactile sense 
also the kinesthetic sense may be blocked, which makes a differential an­
alysis of the contribution of the two senses impossible. lUngel and Steer 
(1963), Scott and Ringel (1971) and Horn et al. (1973) anaesthetize the 
N. mandibulans in order to deprive the subject of tactile feedback. Scott 
and Ringel do report that it cannot be stated with certainty whether in­
terference thus also occurs in proprioceptive (kinesthetic) afferencc. Ac­
cording to the latter authors, the afference from the muscle spindles οι 
the tongue is ascribed to different nerves, the mandibular nerve being 
one of them. Abbs (1973) also anaesthetized the mandibular nerve but his 
purpose was not to examine tactile feedback deprivation, but to check the 
consequences of blocking the gamna system , which is a part of the kin­
esthetic system. It should be noted that Abbs used a special procedure 
which enabled him to investigate only the sensory aspect of the nerve and 
not the motor (the mandibular nerve is a subdivision of the trigeminal 
nerve that also contains motor fibres to the masticatory muscles). He only 
starts to measure the effects of the nerve block if and when the motor in­
nervation appears to be restored (the alfa motor neurons recover sooner 
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from the d n a e s t h e t i z a t i o n tliaii the g.umia bvstcm). It i s s u r p r i s i n g th.it 
with r e s p e c t t o t h i s pruhlem only one ic fe rence has heen motie in the 
t h r e e аію етепі ιoned ])a|x;is. b t o t t .nul Rinkel b t a t c th.it the motoi innei-
Viition of some misc lcs involved m siv.ikjng m.iy a b o hv МічЛічІ. s t i l l 
they bUjiposu, howevei , tluit the e l i c i t on spi-.ikmi' wi l l he ni)11 i ^ i h l e . 
It iol lows lium The pieLCidniR d i scuss ion th.it one should he c .ue-
l u l in intcrpi et ιιιμ the e l loct s . ol nei v - l i l o i к an.iesthet i z a l i o n . not 
only t a c t i l e IcedhaiR, hut a l s o propi locept ion and j iossihlv motoi inner­
vat ion ma) he a l l t c t i d . We wi l l nciw tu in to the r e b u l t s . 
UideloEiil 1Ι0<>') l e p o i t s t l u t sub jects who had the ч п і а с с ol the 
inside ol the oi.il c a v i t y a n a e s t h e t i z e d , had c l i i r i c u l t \ in a i t i c u l a t i n g 
sounds involving 1 ipmovements / p , b , r , ( , v / or tongue inovements / s , z , d , 
t , l / . Ниц'е! and btoei (1lJ(i3) a l s o mention ai t i c u l a U o u e r r o r · : when loc­
al j n j e s t l i c t i r a t i o n oí the ora l eavi ty was app l i ed , ι cons ide iab le in­
crease m e r r o r s was observed when the a n a c s t h e t i T a t i o n was rea l ized b> 
means of neive block. A r t i c u l a t i o n e r r o r s were detcniuned by nidges t h i t 
counted the numbei ol e r r o r s they heard. H o r n e t a l . ( I 1 · ? 1 ! ! rcpoit a 
trequency d e c l i n e of approximately 11)00 Hz (!) in /s/ sounds pi odia ed 
hy siilijc4ts d e p i n e d ol t a c t i l e leidb.ick. 
In a recent s t u d y , Scott and Ringel ( l l )7l j made a d e t a i h d a n a h s i s 
of a r t i c u l a t i o n e r r o r s a f t e r e l iminat ion of orosensni y p i u e p l m n hv 
means of a n a e s t h e t i z a t i o n of several o ia l nerves . Hit) could observe 
t h a t the major i ty of a r t i c u l a t i o n c r r o i s are made up ol non-phoneniii c i -
r o r s such a s : loss of r e t r o f l e x i o n and 1 ip-rounding, deci eased I r u Hive 
c o n s t r i c t i o n and l e t r a c t e d p lace of ai t i c u l a t i o n . 
Hor the r e s t i t needs t o he mentioned, that speech pioduced under 
o r a l i i i iacs thet izat ion lemains verv i n l c l l i p i b l e U b i l i et a l . 1471), and 
t h a t a combined e l i m i n a t i o n of both audi to iv and t a c t i l e (and k i n e s t h e t ­
ic) feedback does not r e s u l t in a d iamatu dete i lo ia t ion .is compaied with 
the condi t ion in which only t a c t i l e feedback has been lulcd out (Rmgel 
and Steer 1903). 
Several authors (Liberman 19f)7, McNeil age TWO, Sussmin l')72) have 
assigned an important r o l e t o the pamiin system loi the l e a l i r a t i o n ol 
' g o - t o ' conmancls without i n d i c a t i n g , however, p r e c i s e l y how t i n s timet ion 
i s achieved. The gamna system i s a second musele- iuncivat ion mechanism, 
t h a t docs not act on t h e motoi end p l a t e s as does the ilphi system, but on 
muscle sp indles wi th in the muscles. Afferent f i b r e s fran the nuc leu- ol 
the muscle s p i n d l e form a r e f l e x arc with alpha motoi nein ons. ц the «ins 
e l e sp indle i s s t r e t c h e d e i t h e r because of d e e o n t r a c t i o n of the muscle 
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body, or because of contraction of the muscle spindle itself via gamna 
efference, the sensory nerve endings fire. Via the reflex arc with the 
α motorneurun this results in muscle contraction until the stretch in the 
ішзіЛе spindles has been eliminated. This description of the gamma syst­
em is considerably simplified, for more detailed discussion see for in­
stance Bell (1970), Abbs (1973). 
The description given suggests two possible functions of the ganwa 
system, ftie function could be to compensate for external forces that 
change muscle length. A second function could be the 'automatic' rcaliz-
ition of a predetermined muscle length. 
The role of the gamma system has actually been demonstrated in 
maintenance of posture. It also appears to be involved in the develop­
ment of speed in the initial phase of a movement (via activiation of the 
alfa motorneuron) and in the slowing down of speed in the final phase to 
prevent overshoot (by means of antagonistic facilitation). The latter 
function is also demonstrated m voluntary movements as for instance in 
thrcwing darts (Mortimer and Aakert 1901). Abbs (1973) in his abovement-
loned study, found that blocking the gamma system of the jaws results in 
a consistently smaller jaw opening during the production of open vowels 
as compared to a control condition. This effect may again be attributed 
to an insufficient development of speed in the initial phase of the move­
ment. 
The second function suggested above, namely the possibility to real­
ize 'go-to' commands automatically, might be worked out as follows the 
target position is put via the ganma-etferent system into the muscle 
spindle which sees to it via the reflex arc that the appropriate target 
position is realized. According to this view the actions to be performed 
for the realization of a particular target position are not computed 
centrally, either with or without information from the periphery — as is 
assumed in the flute-playing model - but the target position is realized 
automatically. It needs mentioning that such a function of the gamma 
system has not been suggested in the physiological literature except in 
a not very explicit manner by Pribram (1971). 
Finally, central afference has also been demonstrated in the muscle 
spindle (Abbs 1973), so that a closed-loop system based on kinesthetic 
information can be conceived of analogous to the auditory and tactile 
feedback loop. Because of the very high transmission time in muscle 
spindle afférents from the tongue (4-5 msec.) Sussman (1972) argues for 
a closed-loop model of speech production. It should be noted, however, 
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that this duration applies only to the afferente time and not to the 
total loop time which is estimated to be considerably lenger: 20-80 
msec. Abbs (1973) comments on this time constant: 'Since the interval 
required to attain a significant charge in tension will probably 
double this time constant, it appears unlikely that feedback correct­
ion can be employed once such rapid movements are initiated.' (p. 180). 
There is as yet not enough empirical evidence to enable us to de­
termine the existence of the hypothesized functions of the gajima system. 
From the abovementioned work by Ringel and Steej· (ІУМ), Scott and 
Ringel (1971) and Abbs (1973) who all report that blocking the gamma 
system docs not lead to an inability to speak (or to bring the jaws in 
the necessary positions for speaking) it must be concluded anyway that 
the view of the gamma system as an automatic position-realizer is too 
simple. 
Moreover it follows from these investigations that central affcr-
ence from the muscle spindles is not absolutely indispensable in the 
process of speaking. The above discussion confirms us in our view that 
the reported findings are quite incompatible with a completely closed-
loop model of speech production as the model by Fairbanks supposes. 
On the other hand, a completely open-loop model predicts that no errors 
will occur under feedback deprivation conditions, which is clearly not 
the case. Neither do the reported errors (because of their modality 
specificity) fit a model in which the feedback only has a monitoring 
function. 
We tentatively conclude that a true model of speech production 
cannot be completely open-loop although it appears that the subject 
can be deprived of a great deal of feedback even from several sense 
modalities at the same time without losing his capacity to speak intel­
ligibly. 
A more exact determination of how and when sensory feedback funct­
ions within the process of speaking must be provided by future research. 
Resume 
In the proceeding chapter, a model has been proposed for the de­
scription of a number of aspects relevant to the process of speaking. In 
this model, the process of speaking is compared with the process of flute 
playing of which a tentative description is given. 
In a later section, two alternative models of speech production are 
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discussed which both assume that some one-to-one relation exists between 
phonemes and neural coramands for the production of these phonemes. The 
first model supposes phoneme invariant motor ccmnands to the articulat-
ion muscles, the second model does not state that invariance exists up 
to the level of muscle innervation, but it assîmes that each phoneme has 
one corresponding 'go-to' conmand in which a target position for the art-
iculators is specified. The models are confronted with conflicting data 
fron electromyographic and cinefluorographic investigations into the pro-
LCSS of speaking. Thus it is concluded that both models are untenable, 
and that phoneme invariance cannot be reduced to motor invariance. Appar-
ently, phoneme invariance only exists m the perceptual domain. 
The furnished data seem to support the proposed flute-playing model 
of speaking in which speech is conceived of as a sequence of sounds pro-
duced by an instrument characterized by continuous transitions from one 
state to another. Specifically, the flute-playing model firstly assumes 
that several different articulatory configurations are possible for the 
production of the same phoneme; for each actual production a choice has 
to be made of one specific oral configuration which will, among other 
things, be based on the phonetic context in which the sound appears. 
Secondly, the model supposes that quite different actions are required 
for the production of a specific oral configuration, depending on the 
articulatory position of the preceeding phoneme. Thus it follows that 
one can only consider a speech sound as being mastered if the subject 
can produce it in all occurring phonetic contexts. 
In a final section, the role of feedback in the process of speaking 
is examined along with the question whether speaking should be consider-
ed an open-loop or a closed-loop process. 
The presented view on the process of speech production has several 
interesting implications for different areas of speech learning. 
1. The model suggests an explanation of the as yet ill-understood 
discrepancy between babbling and verbal utterances. It has been reported 
in the literature that a child can sometimes produce a particular bound 
in a babbling utterance, whereas at the same tune he appears to be un-
able to produce the sound in a verbal utterance. This discrepancy might 
be attributed to the fact that the child can produce the sound only in 
specific articulatory sequences but not m others. 
2. Another implication of the model lies in the field of the assess-
ment of articulatory performance. Articulatory performance has often been 
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assessed by determining the frequency of occurrence of a specific speech 
sound. Some authors (e.g. Snou, 1963, Olmsted, 1971) have in their anal-
ysas also taken into account the position of the speech sound in the ut-
terance (.without explaining, however, why this was done). Our model sug-
gests that phonetic context is a very important variable that has to be 
taken into account when interpreting acquisition data It is therefore 
proposed that acquisition data are reanalyzed now as a function of their 
phonetic context, especially the preceeding speech sound Then it might 
appear that a particular sound appears consistently earlier in some con-
text than in other. From a preliminary examination of speech errors of 
deaf boys it appeals that an analysis as suggested above makes sense. 
5. Finally our irodel suggests that a phoneme must be practised in 
the various contexts m which it may appear. Moreover, from an analysis 
such as mentioned above, an order, or perhaps a hierarchy of difficulty 
of pronouncing phonemes in different sequences might be inferred. That 
would be of great value not only to the practice of speech training, 
but also to its theoretical understanding. 
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2. SPEECH CORRECTION 
Our first chapter dealt with processes underlying the articulator/ 
aspect in speech production. A model was developed in which the most im-
portant processes were described. The present chapter will look into 
speech correction. TVro methods of correcting spbech will be compared, 
their advantages and disadvantages weighed, and the implications for 
speech training m general and speech correction for the deaf in partic-
ular will be indicated. 
Before continuing, it will be advisable to comment on the distinc-
ión between speech acquisition and speech correction, rhe acquisition 
of speech is an integral part of the development of a child learning to 
speak. It cannot be separated from the development of language, for the 
child that learns to speak is also learning a language. This implies that 
he is assimilating a complicated system with many subsystems, such as 
semantics, syntax, morphology and phonology. Articulation is only one 
subsystem of the complex whole. Pronunciation errors made in the acquis-
ition period may be jointly due to problems of acquisition at any of the 
distinct levels. This greatly hampers Ein understanding of the development 
of the different subsystems, in this case, articulation. In this context, 
Winitz (1969) makes a relevant distinction between phonemic and phonetic 
acquisition 'Phonemic acquisition involves the learning of the phoneme 
system of the community language — the functional units of the language 
that signals semantic distinctiveness. It involves the learning of the 
acceptable phoneme sequences of the language...' (p. 65). By phonetic ac-
quisition he means the development of the capacity to make the required 
motor responses. Winitz tries to make it plausible that many pronunciation 
errois children make during acquisition can be ascribed to an insufficient-
ly do eloped phonemic system. Though this may be so, especially in the 
early stages of development, we still believe in a certain independence 
between acquisition of language and acquisition of aiticulation. This in-
dependence is demonstrated, not only in the phenomenon that a passive 
coinnand of language generally preceedes an active coimand (Jakobson 1968), 
but also by patients suffering from speech difficulties. Lenneberg (1962) 
described a patient with congenital anarthry (inability to produce any 
gound) who nevertheless had a good understanding of language. A similar 
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case described by Chase (l%7) cimems d fcmaJe patient with serious 
congenital speech duticultieb hut othervise normal speech perception. 
We shall not now ^o into the (.liai acteristicb of speech development 
in the prelingual and lingual stj^e·;. This process of development has 
been treated in greater or lesser detail by талу authors and, depending 
on their personal field of intciest, placed by them in the framework of 
psychological theories of learning, or in the framework of linguistic 
theories, viz. transformational generative grammar (e.g. Grégoire 1937, 
Jakobson 1968, Skinner 1957, Caroli 1960, McCarthy 1966, Smith and 
Miller 1966, Lenneberg 1967, Berry 1969, Wimtz 1969, McNeill 1970, 
Brame 1971, Menyuk Ι^Ι, Olmsted 1971, Kremers 1972, Schaerlakens 
1973, Smith 1973). 
In practice, a need will be felt for articulation correction if, 
within the whole development of speech, there is a lag in one subsystem, 
in our instance, the motor development required for faultless speech. 
In the deaf too, where development of the different subsystems is pre­
sumably less well-integrated than in the hearing, there will often be 
cases of relatively isolated pronunciation problems Solution of these 
problems is the object of the correction method that we shall discuss 
below. It will appear, finally, that the distinction bctbeui acquisition 
and correction is by no means a sharp one The most important distinct­
ion lies in the separate treatment of one specific facet. 
We feel that the possibility of regarding articulation аь a relat­
ively independent aspect of speech acquisition justifies us in using 
the skill model. That speaking is analogous to a motor skill and learn­
ing to speak analogous to the acquisition of a skill is a viev. we should 
like to make a comment on. Lenneberg (1967 ρ 132 et seq.) has pointed 
to a number of differences that are supposed to exist between the ac­
quisition of speech and the acquisition of a sensory-motor skill. Speech 
does not display the considerable interindividual differences that are 
met within the motor skills, the beginnings of speech always occur at 
approximately the same age regardless of cultural differences or natur­
al abilities, and it would seem that practice does not, or only slight­
ly, affect the time of the onset of speech. 
The above observations indeed emphasize the peculiar characterist­
ics of speech development and indicate the importance in this process 
of maturation. However, these data should be cautiously evaluated. 
Granted, the majority of people have reached a level of speech perform­
ance which makes them intelligible for others sharing the same language, 
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ion between speech acquisition and speech correction. The acquisition 
of speech is an integral part of the development of a child learning to 
speak. It cannot be separated from the development of language, for the 
child that learns to speak is also learning a language. This implies that 
he is assimilating a complicated system with many subsystems, such as 
semantics, syntax, morphology and phonology. Articulation is only one 
subsystem of the complex whole. Pronunciation errors made in the acquis-
ition period may be jointly due to problems of acquisition at any of the 
distinct levels. This greatly hampers an understanding of the development 
of the different subsystems, in this case, articulation. In this context, 
Wimtz (1969) makes a relevant distinction between phonemic and phonetic 
acquisition 'Phonemic acquisition involves the learning of the phoneme 
system of the community language - the functional units of the language 
that signals semantic distinctiveness. It involves the learning of the 
acceptable phoneme sequences of the language...' (p. 65). By phonetic ac-
quisition he means the development of the capacity to make the required 
motor responses, hinitz tries to make it plausible that many pronunciation 
errois children make during acquisition can be ascribed to an insufficient-
ly dei eloped phonemic system. Though this may be so, especially in the 
early stages of development, we still believe in a certain independence 
between acquisition of language and acquisition of articulation. This in-
dependence is demonstrated, not only in the phenomenon that a passive 
camand of language generally preccedes an active conmand (Jakobson 1968), 
but also by patients suffering from speech difficulties. Lenneberg (1962) 
described a patient with congenital anarthry (inability to produce any 
pound) who nevertheless had a good understanding of language. A similar 
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case described by Chase (Mo?) contems a female patient with serious 
congenital speech ditticulticb hut otherv*ibe normal speech perception. 
We shall not now μο into the Jiaiacteristics of speech development 
m the prelmgual and Imgu.il st.i^es. This process of development has 
been treated in greater 01 lesser detail by many authors and, depending 
on their personal field of interest, placed by them in the framework of 
psychological theories of learning, or in the framework of linguistic 
theories, viz. transformational generative gramnar (e.g. Grégoire 1937, 
Jakobson 1968, Skinner 19S7, Caroli 1960, McCarthy 1966, Smith and 
Miller 1966, Lenneberg 1967, Berry 1969, Winitz 1969, McNeill 1970, 
Brame 1971, Menyuk ІЭ"7!, Olmsted 1971, Kremeis 197Z, Schaerlakens 
1973, Smith 1973). 
In practice, a need will be felt for artiuilation correction if, 
within the whole development of speech, there is a lag in one subsystem, 
m our instance, the motor development required for faultless speech. 
In the deaf too, where development of the different subsystems is pre­
sumably less well-integrated than in tiie hearing, there will often be 
cases of relatively isolated pronunciation problems Solution of these 
problems is the object of the correction method that we shall discuss 
below. It will appear, finally, that the distinction between acquisition 
and correction is by no means a sharp one. The most important distinct­
ion lies in the separate treatment of one specific facet. 
We feel that the possibility of regarding articulation as a relat­
ively independent aspect of speech acquisition justifies us m using 
the skill model. That speaking is analogous to a motor skill and learn­
ing to speak analogous to the acquisition of a skill is a view we should 
like to make a comment on. Lenneberg (1967 p. 132 et seq.) has pointed 
to a number of differences that are supposed to exist between the ac­
quisition of speech and the acquisition of a sensory-motor skill. Speech 
does not display the considerable mtermdividual differences that are 
met within the motor skills; the beginnings of speech always occur at 
approximately the same age regardless of cultural differences or natur­
al abilities, and it would seem that practice docs not, or only slight­
ly, affect the time of the onset of speech. 
The above observations indeed emphasize the peculiar characterist­
ics of speech development and indicate the importance in this process 
of maturation. However, these data should be cautiously evaluated. 
Granted, the majority of people have reached a level of speech perform­
ance which makes them intelligible for others sharing the same language, 
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but if one observes accurately, one can establish enormous differences 
in the degree of perfection attained in speech. A large proportion of 
adult Dutch speakers fail to produce an aci-eptable /r/, others have 
difficulty in pronouncing the /s/. A numbei of recent pieces of re­
search indicate a connection between an ability to recognize and com­
pare objects pJaced in the mouth and an articulatory capacity such as 
the ability to form unknown sounds (Locke 1968, Ringel ut al. 1970, 
Bishop et al. 1973). Typically, this is a connection one would expect 
to find in skills where sensory control always plays an important part 
both in acquisition and in perfornumce. 
Another phenomenon likewise typical for skill development, a divis­
ion into stages (Pitts and Posner, 1967), has also been observed in art­
iculation acquisition during the learning of a second language. Thus 
kalikow and Klatt (1970) discovered that the subjects they selected for 
their investigation into pronunciation improvement only had pronunciat­
ion problems if they were required to produce certain sounds in running 
speech and not if they were permitted to pionounce the same speech sounds 
calmly m isolated words. Though these subjects gave the appearance of 
having attained a certain degree о acquisition, they had apparently not 
yet reached the stage of 'automation'. The above considerations give us 
grounds for also basing the discussion on speech correction on the skill 
model. 
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2.1. Speech correition methods 
The adult speaker is able to produce the speech sounds of his 
language in the sequences that can occur in it. Sequences strange to 
his language will usually cause him some difficulty. This observation 
fits the model we have developed and described in Chapter 1. 
From research done by Irwin (1941, 1946) the conclusion has been 
drawn that the babbling child's repertoire includes all possible 
sounds. This is only partly correct. In the first place, a child of 
this age produces all kinds of sounds with a certain unintention, 
analogous to the way a child can bang out notes on a piano, one can­
not then consider there to be control over the production of these 
sounds. In the second place, as pointed out in the preceeding chapter, 
producing a sequence of speech sounds is different from chaining separ­
ate speech sounds there is no one-to-one correspondence between speech 
sounds and neural motor commands. 
In producing words and sentences, i.e. sequences of speech sounds, 
a choice will have to be made out of a number of possible oral configur­
ations; moreover, the speaker will have to determine how the chosen pos­
ition will have to be reached Гпяі a given initial state. These are the 
problems that face the adult when he struggles to pronounce an unfamil­
iar sequence of speech sounds. These considerations should be borne in 
mind in the following discussion. 
We shall discuss speech correction in the light of the flute-play­
ing analogy and see whether there is agreement between the way in which 
a person learns to play the flute and the way in whit h he learns to 
speak. 
Even a superficial consideration will show that there are two es­
sentially different ways towards mastery of the flute with instruction 
and without instruction. It will appear that different processes are in­
volved m the two manners. Both will appear to be relevant to a better 
understanding of speech acquisition and speech correction. The two ways, 
which we shall call 'learning through process shaping' and 'learning 
through output matching', respectively, will be dealt with in turn below. 
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Learning through process shaping 
The most usual method of learning to play the flute is that where 
the pupil is taught which finger positions are used on his instrument. 
The finger positions can be given names or they can be indicated by 
means of notes. The pupil can now produce a sequenLe of sounds when the 
behaviour needed is specified in terms of finger positions to be attain-
ed at specific moments in time. Noteivoith) is that it is up to the 
pupil to choose the actions which are needed in realizing the finger 
positions in the sequence. 
A proportion of those who learn to play m this way are not able 
to form a conception of the acoustic correlate of the notation. A pecul-
iar situation arises where the subject does not beforehand know what 
acoustic product will be generated. This he will hear only during and 
after the performance of a series of actions. There is for these persons 
thus no connection between the acoustic correlate of the product and the 
underlying behaviour needed to produce it. By following this method of 
acquisition, the subject has developed a very special 'knowledge' of the 
instrument, whereby the representation is coupled to motor behaviour and 
the sound is but a derivative. These people are therefore not able to 
play 'by ear'. Neither this situation, nor thp way in which it has devel-
oped seem representative of the manner in which the hearing person learns 
to speak. In a number of respects it will appear to show similarities with 
the way in which the deaf learn to speak. We shall return to this pre-
sently. 
Learning through output matching 
The manner of learning a motor skill as described above is rather un-
comnon. It is restricted to those types of skills, such as flute playing, 
that are composed of a relatively small repertoire of specifiable actions. 
In fact, learning to play the flute can develop m a quite different 
way, one which is probably the most natural. Here the pupil himself tries 
to discover how to produce tones and melodies with the aid of the instrum-
ent. Clearly this procedure shows more similarities with the manner in 
which the hearing learns to speak. Typically it may be said that the speak-
er who leams in this way can only 'speak by ear' only the auditory repres-
entation of a sound sequence enables him to evoke the necessary muscle move-
ments for the pertaining sound sequence. 
In contrast to the first method, there is here a direct gearing of per-
ception and motor performance. Another characteristic feature of this method 
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is that the subject is hardly aware of the actions needed m the prod-
uction of speech. It also appears, as was described in Chapter 1, that 
subjects who have learnt to speak in the latter way are able to cope 
with distortions of the speech organs, whereas for subjects who learnt 
via the first method this must be regarded as fundamentally impossible. 
In order to avoid irisunderstanding it must be stated that under 
normal circumstances, even if the first method is explicitly used m 
instruction, there is nothing that prevents the subject from enriching 
his acquisition by means of the second method, (i.e. by seeking and 
establishing connections between perception and motor performance), 
thus in practice, characteristics of the second method will be found 
even though apparently only the first method was followed. 
We now wish briefly to explore the question of how this latter 
(natural) course of development can be described. It seems it could 
be typified by the subject's attempts to produce sounds and sound 
sequences that resemble sounds and sound sequences spoken around him. 
A number of authors (e.g. Allport 1924, Fry 1966) regard imitation in-
deed as the core of this learning process. Against this view objections 
have been made by authors who pointed out that a child does not really 
imitate (in a literal sense). Lenneberg (1964) pointed to the consider-
able acoustic (spectrographic) differences between the sounds produced 
by the adult and the imitations by the child. Beside this we would in-
dicate the phenomenon that a child of this age emits, adds or changes 
speech sounds. These transformations seem to follow rules which are 
partly known (Jakobson 1968, Ingram 1974). Both observations argue that 
there is no literal imitation, but that between input and output complic-
ated transformations occur. The most important objection against imitat-
ion as the explanatory principle of speech development is the fact that 
imitation presupposes the very mechanism whose development we wish to 
understand for, if a child JS indeed able to imitate, it is able to rc-
say heard speech sounds, in other words, it is already able to speak. 
In the process of speech learning we can distinguish two components 
a perceptual and a motor. Perceptual development consists in the develop-
ment of a capacity to discriminate relevant acoustic cues, which ultim-
ately results in the recognition (identification) of the repertoire of 
sounds and the lawfulness (rules) governing the formation of sound sequenc-
es. Motor development may be defined as the development of the capacity to 
produce perceived elements and series of elements. The order followed here 
does not imply that in the actual growth of a child's speechjperception 
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first develops fully and only afterwards motor performance. On the con-
trary, the features of the development indicate a certain mingling . Yet 
ne wish here to stress that perceptual development always runs ahead of 
motor development. Clearly, if the (perceptual) norm on which development 
is oriented is erroneously perceived, this will hamper development. (This 
view is diametrically opposed to the motor theory of speech perception.) 
Older authors usually suppose that the adoption of a new speech 
sound in a child's repertoire will occur at the moment an agreement is 
discovered between a produced speech sound and a (possibly earlier) per-
ceived speech sound in his environment. In this view, the production of 
speech sounds is regarded as accidental. Allport (1924) also supposes that 
the child only has at his disposal those sounds that he once chanced to 
make. 
Psychological learning theory considers articulatory development as 
being determined in particular by mechanisms described in the framework 
of conditioning theories, such as reinforcement and shaping. We shall 
briefly discuss this view because it might provide perspectives for 
speech training, seeing the mechanisms mentioned make possible the active 
manipulation of behaviour. 
Particulaily investigators such as Skinner (1957) and Staats and 
Staats (1962, 1963) see the development of articulation as a conditioning 
process, correct speech attempts are reinforced by the parents and so are 
approximations of correct speech sounds (at least sounds that are regard-
ed by the parents as approximations) so that a kind of shaping may be 
brought about. 
Here, we will mention some objections against this view on the learn-
ing process. Firstly there are a number of observations that do not seem 
to fit into a conditioning model. 
1. Parents often reward definitely incorrect sound productions, espec-
ially during the initial stage of the development 
2. Articulatory development does not appeal to come to a halt when 
the child is for some reason or other not able to utter and practice speech 
sounds during a certain period. Lenneberg (1967) described a case of a 
patient that was tracheotomized from 8 to 14 months of age. During this 
period, the child cannot, of course, be reinforced and shaping ot attempts 
cannot take place. Yet it appears that the child, from the moment he is 
again able to vocalize, generates the speech sounds that are typical for 
his developmental stage. 
3. The same applies to children who have been seriously neglected or 
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have been hospitalized during a certain period. In such a period, these 
children hardly ever speak, however, аь soon as they are given due attent­
ion, it appears, that they did learn during this period in which they did 
not vocalize. It is said, in this context, that the active command of 
language lagb behind the passive, fhis is, in fact, not true. As SOOT as 
the child is placed in an environment, in which he feels that speech or 
speech attempts are meaningful, he appears to be able to perform these. 
4. A similar phenomenon is observed in the tact that there are sub­
stantial differences in the degree and the durapon of babbling by children 
m their first years of age, whereas these differences are not reflected, 
as it seems, in their speech development 
A theoretical objection against the conditioning model is that it 
only gives a formal description of the consequences of reinforcement and 
that it does not say anything about the processes that underlie the sound 
generation itself. Silently or sometimes explicitly it is assumed that a 
child must at least once accidentily have produced a speech sound in order 
for it to become included in the speech repertoire. This trial and error 
principle is contradicted by the fact that the development of the speech-
sound repertoire in the prelingual as well as in the lingual stage appears 
to be highly structured (Lewis 19b3, Fry I960, Wellman 1931, Poule 1934, 
Templin 1966). 
From the foregoing, we conclude that speech acquisition cannot be 
adequately described as a process guided by conditioning. We do not want 
to assert, however, that conditioning does not play any role in speech 
acquisition (especially for the motivational aspects it is of importance) 
but we want to stress that it does not satisfactorily describe the es­
sence of the developmental process under consideration. It is therefore 
a pity that типу textbooks (аіьо recent ones e.g. ivmitz 196'), I isenson 
1963, Berry 1969) give almost exclusive attention to conditioning tech­
niques as an aid to speech training. The most important task of the speech 
trainer is to elicit desired articulatory responses from the pupil and to 
consolidate them. The methods to arrive at these aims must be based on in­
sight in the processes that underlie normal speech production and its de­
velopment. 
TVro earlier mentioned observations throw a special light on the pro­
cess of speech learning. The first is the observation that practising 
seems only of very little inqportance for speech acquisition. The second 
is related to the observation that the adult can produce intelligible 
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speech with a severely distorted vocal tract (an activity that can be 
produced by everybody without apparent practising). 
From these observations one might reasonably assume that the essence 
of the process of speech acquisition consists m a perceptual develop-
ment. Consider again the second observation. From it might be inferred 
that, if the correct perceptual representation is available, the form-
ation of an adequate speech sound (which means m this case, optimal 
within the possibilities given) does not appear to give much trouble, 
even when the new configuration differs considesably from the ones norm-
ally used. A point of view as stated above, must assume that there is 
innate knowledge of the possibilities of the vocal tract and of its re-
lations with the (initially empty) perceptual representation. 
Below, a number of investigations will be mentioned in which the 
relation between perceptual development and speech acquisition is 
studied. Snow (1964) showed in her study that speech errors made by 
children resemble very much the perceptual confusions of speech sounds 
by adults as reported by Miller and Nicely (1965). Olmsted (1966) devel-
oped a theory of speech acquisition based on the mentioned study by 
Miller and Nicely. This 'perceptual' theory predicts that the speech er-
rors made by the child, as well as the order in which speech sounds are 
mastered, is determined by the perceptual discriminability of the speech 
sounds. It is remarkable that Olmsted does not mention Snow's article, 
neither in his 1966 paper nor in his book of 1971, in which he tested his 
theory with the help of acquisition data. From this latter investigation 
it follows that the prediction with respect to the occurrence of speech 
errors is affirmed, the prediction concerning the developmental course, 
however, appears to be incorrect. 
Winitz (1969) who reviewed a large number of studies that examined 
the relation between auditory discrimination and articulatory perform-
ance, finally concludes that '...the evidence overwhelmingly supports 
the point of view that articulatory defective children score below non-
articulatory defective children on tests of speech sound discrimination.' 
(p. 185). 
It does not follow from this conclusion, however, that motor develop-
ment reflects perceptual development. Indeed, Locke (1972) reports a cor-
relation of .07 between correct articulation and correct perception of 
consonants by 3-year old children. This latter finding very clearly indic-
ates that a simple 'perceptual' theory is not sufficient: articulatory 
performance cannot be predicted merely by perceptual development, at any 
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rate not when it is measured thub. 
Finally, we report a study that actually determined the effect of 
perceptual training on articulatory acquisition. Winitz and Preisler 
(1965) found that at least some children that participated in the ex-
periment improved their articulation of speech sounds if they had been 
given sound-discrimination training beforehand. It should be noted, how-
ever, that not all subjects showed this improvement and that the control 
group also showed improvement. Moreover, the possibility is not excluded 
that, during the perceptual training, also articulation training occurred, 
since in the perceptual training, words were used. 
fhe cited findings indicate that a purely perceptual theory of speech 
acquisition cannot be acceptable. They do, however, indicate the exist-
ence of a dependency and stress the priority of the perceptual development. 
The two abovementioned phenomena, which served as an argument for the 
hypothesis that perception is the only determinant of articulatory behav-
iour, still remain difficult to explain. They show at any rate that the 
learning system can infer new relations betveen articulatory behaviour and 
perceptual effects from a restricted experience. 
We might sunmarize the foregoing discussion by proposing that under 
normal circumstances speech acquisition is characterized by both a per-
ceptual and a motor development. Perceptual development must be supposed 
to preceed motor development since this provides the norm to which devel-
opment must conform. The relation between both domains is explored by 
means of a matching procedure which is not random, but which reflects 
the properties of the strategies followed by the subject. In certain 
stages of the development these strategies find expression m consider-
able discrepancies between input and output of the speech generating 
system. 
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2.2. Possibilities of speech correction for the deaf 
The method that is followed by the hearing child during speech ac-
quisition, of which we have analysed a number of aspects in the previous 
section, cannot be used by the deaf. At any rate, not in the natural sit-
uation where ther-e are no possibilities for the deaf to receive the speech 
product on which matching procedures could be applied. Nowadays, there is 
the possibility of greatly amplifying the acoustic signal by means of 
specially adapted hearing aids which do provide the deaf with some acoust-
ic input; it does not solve the problem, however. 
Besides, one could propose that the deaf can make use of visible art-
iculatory actions of speakers m his surroundings. Even if we were to 
assume that the deaf were' able to match these movements (he cannot see 
his own movements) one should still consider that these movements con-
tain only limited information on the speech product as well as on the art-
iculatory processes from which it results. 
In this context, it must be stressed that the only complete and in-
tended speech product is the acoustic signal; therefore we believe that 
the acoustic signal only contains the adequate norm that can guide the 
development of speaking. In this view, the visible articulatory movements 
are considered an accompanying correlate of the process of speaking, which, 
for that reason, cannot form an acceptable basis for speech learning. 
The only method of learning speech that remains for the deaf, is the 
method discussed above which was named 'Learning through process shaping'. 
l.ssential to the method is its motor approdch, by which is meant ttiat the 
skill is taught by supplying the pupil with a detailed description of the 
motor aspects ot the desired behaviour. Two differences must be mentioned 
between the pupil that learns to play the flute and the deaf learning to 
speak, both usmg this method. Firstly, the deaf pupil does not receive 
auditory feedback, while the pupil that practises flute playing does. 
Secondly, m contrast to flute playing, speaking does not belong to the 
type of skills that consist of a relatively small repertoire of actions 
which can be easily specified. On the contrary, as was shown in the first 
chapter, the specification of relevant actions during speaking still form 
a real problem. 
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Below, we shall mention a nunber of difficulties that are related 
to the 'Learning through process shaping' method of speech training, 
which is the method that was and still is used today in the speech educ­
ation of the deaf. 
1. The first difficulty is related to the pioblem of invariance 
and the presentation of the norm. In the first chapter it was shown 
that no invariant relationship exists between perceptual and production 
(motor) units, thus it could be concluded that different articulatory 
positions (with correspondingly differert neuraj commands) can be used 
for the realization of one perceptual unit (phoneme). It was also demon­
strated that distortions of the vocal tract can be compensated with a 
modified adjustment of the articulators. This again proves that per­
ceptually identical speech sounds can be produced with different oral 
configurations. Other practical examples of phonemes that can be produc-
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ed by means of different articulatory positions are the /1/ which can 
be produced both unilaterally and bilaterally, the /v/ and the /w/ which 
can be produced labiouentally and bilabidlly, the /d/ and the /t/ which 
can be produced alveolarly and also with the tip of the tongue against 
the lower teeth. Presumably most of the differences will be consider­
ably smaller than the ones mentioned here. 
A consequence of this is that a pupil, taught ν κι the motoi approach, 
will have great difficulty in procuring and internalising norms for the 
various speech sounds. Moreover, for each specific phonetic unit he will 
be required to learn one standard articulatory configuration. However, 
the speech trainer possesses a perceptual norm* so that he will use his 
ear when evaluating whether a speech sound or sequence is correctly pro­
duced. The deaf pupil on the other hand now notices that more than one 
motor realization is passed as correct by the teacher. The result of 
this is that the deaf pupil is confronted with a very tricky pattern 
recognition problem, for which a solution on these lines (i.e. without 
really supplying a norm) is perhaps impossible. 
2. A second problem is related to the specifiability of the actions 
involved in the process of speaking. The specification of the movements 
of the different articulators during speaking is undoubtedly a very com­
plicated matter. Lennebeig(1967) has determined that some hundred differ-
-fc- Ue shall not here enter into the ргоЫетаігааІ matter of ehtfte гп crit­
erion which will inadvertently affect the speech trainer when he has to 
judge repeated speech sounds. 
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ent muscles are involved in speaking including muscles of the chest, 
stomach, neck, face, pharynx, larynx and oral cavity. Taking an average 
speaking rate of 14 phonemes per second, he assumes that 14 times per 
second a neural ccimand is sent to each of the muscles involved; more-
over, these commands have to be very precisely coordinated. It will 
be clear that a specification of the necessary articulatory movements 
for a speech act in terms of camands to the separate muscles is not 
only impossible but also quite undesirable since such an instruction 
has no psychological significance. Nobody can be expected to have the 
capacity of contracting a specific muscle to a certain degree, and cert-
ainly not of realizing an instruction which states to what extent each 
of a set of muscles must be contracted or decontracted and in what order 
precisely. The smallest functional unit of action is not the contraction 
or decontraction of some muscle, but a movement of sane part of the body. 
In practice, the speech trainer will make use of descriptions or 
indications concerning the behaviour of the articulators as traditionally 
employed in phonetics. These instructions mainly concern the static as-
pects of this behaviour. They may be sufficiently adequate when they 
concern states and behaviour of those structures of the vocal tract that 
can be easily pointed out, much less, however, when they concern less 
peripheral structures and presumably even less adequate when they con-
cern the dynamic aspects of the behaviour and the way in which the dif-
ferent movements must be coordinated. Working in this way the speech 
trainer will attempt to transfer the 'Plan' of actions of the skill to 
the pupil. Miller, Galanter and Pribram (19()0) have studied the question 
whether this approach can be considered fruitful in teaching a skill. 
They come to the conclusion that the terms in which skilled behaviour is 
generally described must be considered inadequate: the description does 
not actually help the pupil to execute the desired behaviour since it 
does not actually appeal to motor dimensions. They state that: '... it 
may actually be better pedagogy to let the student invent his own idio-
syncratic tactics for carrying the Plan into his muscles.' (p. 83). This 
certainly is a very pessimistic point of view with respect to the possib-
ilities of instruction in skill acquisition. It implies that the only 
thing that can be done is to show the pupil the goal at which he has to 
aim. Since this method is obviously quite impossible with the deaf, the 
teacher of the deaf is obliged to resort to instructions that try to de-
scribe as far as possible the 'Plan' of actions. 
Paradoxally as it may seem, instructions for eliciting some behaviour 
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are often only effective as far as they can be stated m terms of some 
effect that results from it. Thus, in order to get somebody to breathe 
v»ith his diaphragm, it can be verv helpful to let him imagine that he 
inhales the odour of a flower, the physician that wishes to look into a 
child's throdt will ask him 'Say, ah'. These phenomena mean that often 
behaviour can only be evoked via the perceivable result of it. Remember 
that this is characteristic for behaviour that is mastered via Output 
matching'. I rom the articulatory behaviour, only the visible external 
articulatory movements can more or less be phrased in such perceptual 
tennb. Indeed these movements cause but a minor problem for the deaf. 
3. A third difficulty is connected with the fact that the verbal 
utterances of the deaf pupil are always judged by an external author-
ity, namely the speech trainer who, in giving feedback, normally will 
not be able to give attention to more than one aspect at a time. Often 
he will only say whether a speech sound was pronounced correctly or not. 
If the sound is incorrectly pronounced (according to the momentary crit-
erion of the speech trainer) the pupil is invited to pronounce the sound 
again, after which he is given additional instruction with respect to 
some motor aspect. Actually, the lupil misses much information from his 
incorrect attempts since he does not know whether this speech sound 
satisfied the criterion in other íespects, or in what way it departed 
from this criterion (the sound produced may very well closely resemble 
another speech sound). This is a consequence of the fact that informat-
ion is always given in motor terms and not in terms of deviation from 
the ηοττη itself. 
The objections mentioned all have a theoretical character. In pract­
ice, the method leads to positive results, especially when the difficult­
ies mentioned are taken into account. This does not mean, however, that 
the speech of even the most perfectly trained deaf could not be improved 
intelligibility and naturalness still leave much to be desired. 
The difficulties connected with the motor approach can in principle 
only be relieved by giving the deaf that information that contains the 
only valid norm the speech product This information must be 'percept­
ual' rather than physical. In other words, it is not sufficient to dis­
play the physical signal directly in some way, it must be 'processed' 
in the same way as occurs in human auditory perception. Through this pro­
cessing, the physical information is transformed into pciLcptual inform­
ation, which can form a sound basis for matching procedures on the part 
of the pupil. 
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Because of the very serious problems that are involved in attempt-
ing to supply information of this kind to the deaf, such an attempt 
should not be considered an alternative to the traditional method, but 
rather a valuable aid to be integrated in it. 
In the two papers that follow, the development and evaluation is 
described of a device that can supply information on the speech pro-
duct. 
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the .i]>|Mi.itiih is busi'd on a dimensional analysis of t lie vowel speet ru. In developing 
(he devu e, the demands of the speeidc spee< h eorieetion setting of the deaf weie 
taken into auoi int us nuuh as possible Krom a numbei of physical and statisti! al 
•iiiiil м-ч ol vowels in different (onsi nantiil surroundings it appeared possible to 
scpaiate two vowels quite sitisfm loi ily In d e s m b m g the apparatus, special 
.ittention is given to some teihnidil fcatiues that were added to satisfy the require­
ments of speech юнее tion Finally, the operation of the device is tested with a large 
inimhei of тоиоч Hables pioiioiimcd by 2tt speakeis. The results indiuite that the 
•ijip.ii.itus satishes the lomlitions stated foi practical use 
I n t h e n l!H)7 tut iele P l o m p Pols u n d Van d e Goer descr ibed а 
tec-liiiic|iii' liascil on a d i m e n s i o n a l anal\.sis of омеі s j iect ia . foi ге])-
і esent i l i^ vowels vi it Inn a l imited n u m b e r of d i m e n s i o n s A two-
d i m e n s i o n a l l e p i o s e n t a t i o n ean be m a d e visible as a light spot on an 
osci l loscope sei een Diffeient vowels a t e p i o j e c t e d on di f le ient loei of t h e 
soi con T h e i i i i thois suggestod t h a t t h i s t e t h m c j u e ' m i g h t h a v e s o m e 
va lue as a ν isual foodhuok sys tem for speech t i a i m n g of t h e deaf' T h e 
p iesent at lu-le lepotf.s t h e .steps t h a t vieic· t a k e n f ι о т t h i s sugges t ion t o 
t h e сons t iuc d o n of a p i a e t i c a h l e a i t i e u l a d o n e o n o c t o i toi (ho dc^af which 
was u l t i m a t e l v саіісмі 'Vowel ( ' o n e c t o i ' F u i t hoi т о ю , an ox])oi iment is 
dose u l ied w h к h was designed t o e v a l u a t e t h e wot k ing of t h e a p p a i a t u s 
Construct ion oï I he Vowel Correetor 
One can d iv ide visihle spc-ech a p p a i a t u s i n to four t v p e s p i tch a n d 
in tona t ion eo i i oc to i s , i n t ens i ty eo i r ec to r s , r h y t h m cor rec to r s a n d 
.ut ici i l . i t ion co l l e c to r s Kaeh typ t ' has its specia l r e q u i r e m e n t s A i t i c u l a 
l ion coi ι cet οι s t o which class o u r vowel c o r r e c t o r belongs, h a v e , as a 
class, a com pai at ι vel ν g ieat n u m h e i of requ r e m e n t s a m o n g which 
several a i o h t u d t o leahz.c t e c h n i c a l l y T h e r e f o r e , it s e e m s useful t o first 
тик«· explicit t h e most unpen t a n t i c q u i i c m c n t s foi a n a r t i c u l a t i o n 
ι* 
Γ,^  l).-.l l'ovc-l 
coi r e d o r lictoie pi oceeiling (o tile tleseí ipt ion of Ilici ι ι in pleinen I ¡U ion ni 
I lie construction of the Vowel ('orrei-toi. 
Η i'(j ui ι с merits for mi Ailicnlntion ('oiicrtoi 
I An articulation corrector should display m a unique way the 
different speech sounds for w hioh it is designed. This means that use must 
lie made of those aspects of the physical information which yield rcp-
icsenlations diffcicntiatuiii hetween different speech soumis It is 
surprising thai uni(|uencss of representation has been given so little 
altention in exist ι пд articulation correctors. ()nl\ in icceiit year·* has 
1 here been some Interest on this point. Reich and Weed (1972) computed 
cominunality measures of the physical displays of different sounds on the 
"visual vocoder", a device that displays spectral information The 
physical discrimination they found is far from perfect Jicsides, the only 
criterion that is of practical importance is the discrimination by subjects. 
This was studied by Schulte (1971) on a device that represents sounds as 
Lissajous figures1 he determined the discnminabihty of specific features 
of speech sounds from different displays. The results were disappointing, 
which is illustrated by the plienomenon that the discrimination appeared 
to be dependent on age and intelligence of the subjects 
2. Displays produced by an articulation corrector must lie easily inter­
pretable. Л device may give unitine displays foi diffcient sounds hut « hen 
it takes time for the subject to decide what the display really means, the 
information loses its values since the feedback process is interrupted. 
This will generally be the case with articulation correctors that yield 
complex representations as for instance devices that display the spectral 
information directly (Potter et al, 1947: Searson. I965: Risbcrg, J968: 
Stark el nl , 1Ш>8, 1970. Nordman, 1972: N'ickerson and Stevens. 1972 
К isner and Weed, 1972) and devices that display Lissajous figures 
(I'ronovost etnl.. 1967, 1968: Montgomery, 1970. Schulte, 1971) Tf one 
wishes to avoid such an interpretation process on the part of the subject, 
the dimensionality of the display should be reduced considerably, with 
maintenance of the informational content, however. Л number of devices 
have been designed for the unamhi(|iinus display of spectral information 
for instance by ineans of light spots on an oscilloscope screen. Kxamples 
are the ADL sustained phoneme analyzci (('oben, 1968), The (¿allaudd 
visible speech trainer (Pickett and ('onstam, 1968), The A P.l. (Kahkow 
and Klatt , 1970, 1972) and the Three Parameter Display of Ferbei and 
Weed (1972). Our Vowel Corrector also belongs to this category. It is 
regrettable that none of the just mentioned authors has given a quantita-
tive measure of the discriminative power of their devices. The more so 
because we had reason to doubt whether any general speech-sound 
display system will ever reach the resolving power which is required foi 
l)('Vi'lo])iiu4it (if ¡ι \ ΊΛΙΡΙ ('orirrtor l'or lin· Deal 'ili 
clVcel ¡ve piaci ical use. This doni I «as in part based OD research of, for 
inst ¡шее. l'ois et ni. (197.4) who clearly showed that a satisfactory separa­
tion of all vowels иіопц two dimensions is hardly possible. For our oase it 
appeared necessary, even with the use of a very powerful separation 
procedine, to restrict the number of vowels to be displayed. 
'J. An articulation corrector should display speech sounds which an; 
produced in normal articulatorv context. From speech acquisition theory 
and practice it is known that training of isolated speech sounds only is 
insufficient. In terms of McNeilage (1971)): knowing the goal position is 
only the basis hesides. a speaker must find all roads i.e. motor commands 
lo go from all possible initial positions to a certain goal position. The deaf 
child, therefore m list be given an opportunity to practice the. pronun­
ciation of a speech sound in different contexts, in units at least as large as 
a syllable It is therefore regrettable that most articulation correctors can 
only clearly display isolated pronounced sounds. There are however some 
exceptions. Γη sound spectrograms that portray intensity fluctuations of 
the different frequency components as a function of time, a specific 
phoneme in a word can he pointed out (Stark el al., 1968, 1970: Kisner, 
1972). The Lucia spectrum indicator (Risberg, 19t)8) has a possibility to 
"freeze" a sound by pushing a button while speaking a word, but we 
believe (hat this method of segmentation will not be feasible in practice. 
With the S-indicator (Risberg, 1968: Mai tony, 1969) the pronunciation 
of the S-sound can be practised in all contexts, since the S is easily 
segmentable due to the very specific characteristics of this sound 
To realize the mentioned requirement, our Vowel Corrector is 
equipped with an automatic segmental ion device so that only the sound 
to be trained can be displayed. Moreover we took care that the different 
allophones of a speech sound are displayed by the apparatus in one 
cluster. 
4 The interval between enunci itioii of the speech sound and the feed­
back from the articulation corrector should be short. Hecause the given 
feedback is of the learning-feedback type (Annctt. 1969) which means 
t hal the feedback reaches tin· subject after the response has been made, it 
is important to make the delay between response and feedback as short as 
possible. Only then can the subject Hílate the augmented feedback with 
the intrinsic feedback corresponding to the response, which gives the 
subject the opportunity to l e a n which intrinsic feedback belongs to a 
right response. In our case 1 he automatic segmentation procedure 
introduces some delay, but this could be kept very short. 
5. The apparatus should work reliably and should be easy to operate 
Also our decision not to construct a computer-aided system, but to 
restrict to hardware design was determined by a practical requirement. 
Though we realized that the use of a computer could have a number of 
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FACTORS 
іц I l 'un ill. \¡i( s ol flu tol .ι I ханши ι 4])Ι.ιιιιΐ'(1 1>\ llii'liist inni l.utois 
.ulvatita^i's (( f Nu ксіьоп and ¡ьііл ι us l!)72) tlu most ипрш taut being 
tlie flexibilit\ in designing the system and the possibility of adjii4tmg to 
sjietial demands oui chou e of (onstiucting a haidware ajipaiatus was 
dehbeiate suite the Vowel ('onectoi lias ultnnatelv to ho used in an 
Institute f οι the Diaf, wheie no (oinputet is avallatile 
Plomp s Fado) Di s phi ι/ 
The autoiiiatK vowel leeogniium system developed by I'lonip, Pols 
and Van de Geei (IMomp ci al 1!)67) is not based on foimant extraction 
as nian\ tiaditional systems are, but «tai t s fi om all infoi mat ion available 
in the spert ι inn The spoeti inn is di\ ided into a numbei (N) of fiequeni y 
bands liai h vowel sjioctium is rt pi esenti d bv the eneigv level on these 
fioipieniy bands In this way all vowels can bo desenhed ni an X 
dimensional spm о Jiy шеапь ol a piincipal component analysis it 
appealed to be possible to loduu· the numbei of dinionsions without 
losing nun li infoi mation This im I hod yields a number of nt w oitliogonal 
dimensions, ι ailed faetors, wlnoh are lineai oombinations of the onginal 
ones Kadi ot the now factois .leiounts foi a pmpoition of the total 
\aiiaii((· see h'lg 1 This Kiguie is based on an ait iole lis Klein, I'lomp 
•ind l'ols (KU in 11 al , 1i)70) whu h is an oxlonsion ot the above uientioni <l 
HKiTiuluK Kig I give s the van ini e tonti iliiitions of !> nc w dunt usions 
loinpiitid fi om a total of fi()() vowels, being 12 ililïott nt vowels ( a< h 
pionount ttl by 50 spoakois in an Λ I < onlext (Kb in 1970) The hist two 
taetors aio by fai the most impoilant tines oxplaiiiiug :{:{ 7"„ antl 27 2"„ 
ot the ttital vai laut о lespoetively Togethei this is (>() 9",, of the ν ai laut e 
When moie dimensions aie added, thu amount of explained v a n a n t e 
mei oases slow Ij with 3 factors 69 6"',,, with 4 factors 75 4 % The authors 
fletei mined the sut oess of an automat ю vowel recognition using a vai s mg 
number of dimensions The identifioation piocoeded on a maximum 
likelihood basis Identification scores wcie determined with an without 
speaker noimalization This normalization was achieved by translation 
Di \ clopiiu'iit ol ,i Vowel ( 'ΟΙΙΙΊΊΟΓ loi tlir Dcivl 5.r) 
T.iMc I. Idcntilii >il ion scoics in ",, IDIIIUI by Klein el til. (11)7(1), «¡tli and without 
4j)(',iki4 -d('|)iMid('iit coru'cl ion. iismg varions niinibors o( factors 
Niiinbci ol lactors used 
I 2 :f 4 li 
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h'ifî. 2. Work diaghun ot tin- "Factor Display" 
ol' tho individual centres to their mean. In Table I the identification scores 
are given with use of one. two. three, four and six factors, with and 
without speaker dependent correct ion 
In the 1967 paper a device was described - - later called the ' 'Factor 
Display" — that displayed the position of a vowel in a plane composed by 
the first two factors. In this way each vowel had its own projection region. 
A block diagram of this apparatus is given in Kig. 2 The processing can be 
suininari/.cd using the symbols Λ',· (»'-= I. 2. . . . Λ') for the Kilter outputs 
in dlî, »'υ and іг
гі
 for the two sets of weightings and L for the overall 
sound pressure level (SPL). The coordinates of the spot on the screen are 
.v л 
specified as: F, ^(L Χι). »Ί, and F2 — V (Л Хг) . w2i. This pro-
i 1 ι 1 
cessing entails a loudness correction. 
This " F a c t o r Display" was thoroughly tested by the investigator in 
order to delermine its feasibihly as an articulation corrector Then it 
appeared thai the system lacked some of the properties that were con­
sidered iiulispeusable for an articulation collector Kir.st of all, the 
identificai ion score i.e. the disi-mninative power based on the first two 
factors is rat her low for our pin pose Klem ιΊ id (1!)7()) report an identi­
fication score of 8 8 % with speaker normalization and 78",', without, sec 
Table 1. Evaluating these data, one should realize; that these are identi­
fication scores for 12 vowels pronounced by male speakers in only one 
consonantal context (Λ /). When used as an articulation corrector, 
however, ideally all allophones should be identified correctly. But the 
identification score will supposedly decrease by introducing other 
allophones, since coarticulation has a large effect on the spectral prop­
erties of vo weis. This is exactly what л с found when large numbers of 
r
.l> J) .1 ΙΌνιΙ 
\(»W(ls out of s( vcidl <' Л(Ч v\(i( (l ispLivrd on t lu І(,<і(Іоі I>i4|>l,tv 
т е м <ічіі<г I h r ni imhci of aII()|)lion( s i iuic . i sod th( o v i i l a p of ] ) io j(( t ion 
к jrions of (litt( к ut vowels ( onsidi i.iblv Moioovei if w a s n o t i t i d whili 
«oikiiif; with t h i s d p p a r d t u s t h a i an imjieifect l o u d n e s s ( o r r e i t i o n ( a n 
d ( s t i o y t l i ( disc u m i n a t i o n diiothi ι c o n d i t i o n foi a le l iahle display i s t h a t 
t h e i n p u t signal l e m a m s h e t w e e n an ujipei d n d a lowei limit 
On t h e liüsis of out е х р е п е ш « in t e s t i n g t h e s y s t e m we decided t o 
( o n h i u o i i i s e l \ ( s t o only t w o \owels in o i d e i t o mak( t h e a p p a i a t u s 
su i ted f 01 d i t на ! sp( e( h c o i n ctniii М о і е о м ч a n u n i h e i of U(hii iLal 
modi f icat ions h.id t o he ( d i n e d out t l u m o s t i m p o i t d i i t being t h e 
( onst i iK t ion ot a n a u t o m a t i c s e g m e n t a t i o n d e v i c e T h e s e technica l 
a s p e c t s will In· d i s d i s s e d latei T h c i c a i e t w o ι c a s o n s л іі a choice was 
iiiad( f01 t h e vowels /ƒ / a n d /t/ F u s t of all, deaf ch i ld )en a p p e a r t o have 
special pml i lcn i s р і о і і о ш н m g tlu se vowels S e c o n d l y , t h e s e t w o d u t c h 
\owels weie ( hosen b e c a u s e t lu \ a i t phys ica l ly vei> similai in t h e 
tot m a u l p l a n e toi e x a m p l e t h e \ a u n c i g h h o u i s ( P o l s et al, 1973) if we 
w i r e t o succeed in satisfac t o i i l v s e p a r a t i n g t h e s e t w o vowels, t h e n wi 
should ( c i l a i n l v lie ab le t o s c p a i d t i most o t h e r p a n s of vowels 
T h e к stuc t ion t o t w o vowels ι in pi н s t h a t a ' disr n m i n a n t analys i s is 
now t in most a p p i o p t i a t e sepai >it юн h ( h n i q u c foi d< tc ι mining o p t i m a l 
we ight ings foi the d iHcn nt liancl h l h i s The p i i n c i p h ot disi ι mi inanl 
a n a l v s i s a s a p p h i d t o the picscnt piolili in w ill he с xpl ιιικ d Ix low ΓΙκιι 
foie, disi ι i m m a n i a n a l y s e s weic com[iu((( l for /// a n d /»/ s o u n d s fioin 
(l i t ten nt с o n s o n a n t a l ( o n t e x t s d n d pioduc ι d hv m a h as wt II as bv f( m a h 
v o u e s Κιοιη t h e s e a n a l y s e s , which will Ix d i s c u s s i t i IK low it had t o IK 
(l( e ided w h e t h e r a n a c c e p t a b l e s e p a r a t i o n of ¡If a n d / i / sounds could be 
i c a h / e d a n d whet hei th i s sepa ra t ion is spcdkci de p e n d e n t 
[iialijsc·, und ('umpulations oit ¡I' mid ¡tj Sounds 
A list coiiMsting of 54 monosyl labic w o i d s wds p ionounocd twice bv 
4 ma le a n d 4 female s p c a k c i s a n d к c o i d e d on t a p e O n e half of t h e w o i d s 
( o n t a i n c d t h e vowel ///, t h e o t h e i half t h e vowel/ ι/ Foi the c o n s t i u c t i o n 
of t h e 4 8 t 'VCs in t h e list, 12 diffeie nt init ia l a n d ti d i t te ie i i t final consei 
l i ant s weie used Also four VCs a n d t h e i solated vowels weie included 
T h u s 864 w o i d s weie col lected, hall of t h e i n with vowel /l/ a n d half with 
vowel /г/ Кіеіш each of t h e tee ended words a s e g m e n t was singled out 
f ioin t h e s tcadv p a r t of t h e vowel A s p e c t r a l a n a l y s i s of t h e s e s e g m e n t s 
t e s u l t e d in 17 va lues for each of t h e 864 vowels, n a m e l y t h e S P L s on 
17 f i o q u e n c y b a n d s c o v e i i n g tin f iequency r a n g e f m m \2ri H/ t o 
8,000 H / T h e c e n t i e f iequencics of t h e 17 f i e q u e n e y b a n d s a i e given in 
T a b l e 2 e x c e p t feu t h e first t w o t i l te i s all a r e 1/3 o c t a v e 
N e x t , t w o d i s c r i m i n a n t a n a l y s e s we-re e x e c u t e d u p o n t h e s e d a t a 
( r iven t w o g m u p s m e a s u r e d on iV v a r i a b l e s d i s c i i n i i n a n t dtialysis 
l)r\clo]>iiiriit <>l ,ι Vo««·! ('οι им toi ( o r i l l e Dc.il 
Ί'.ιΙιΙι· 2. (Vulіч· Ii4'i|iu'ii( nl Uu· l i .nul-pass ІіІІімч iisi-il 
l ' i l l r i ΝιιιιιΙκΊ I :i (> 
(Vnlt-i lu-i | . in H/ l-'."> 2 2 5 :{|.-. 4<м> Г»(»(» (bid S(»(l l(M)(l І2Г>(> 
Killci NIIIIIIKM 10 II 12 Ki 14 l.i Hl 17 
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center (requencies 
125 315 500 IK 2K JK UK 125 315 500 IK 2K 4K 8K 
dB 10 
below 
over-all 20 
5 P L ад 
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cf \ 
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(liter number 
I'V' '•>. Лм'мцс Іісфкчи ν sjU'ctiM ni //, .mil /' Li'lt male, мдііі leni, ile ^ммксіч 
«let«·! miiich a l ineai eomlimaliDii of (lie ιιΐιμιιιαΐ а п а Ы с ^ in Mieli a » a y 
t h a i Hie (хМнссп-дюир v iuiant • is nuiMiiii/.ocl a s c o m p a i c d with t h e 
\м1Ііш-і{іоіір \ a n a l i c e T h e disci i in inant d i m e n s i o n ( a n there fore be 
specified as 
Ζ Η ' , Λ Ί ! іг
г
Х
г
 ' κ'χλ.ν . 
«І іе іс Λ'/ ¡s Ilic /Ih а п а Ы с , a n d //·, i ls u e i ^ h t (Kin d e t a i l s of t h i s 
p m c c d u i c sec ( 'alfell, ІІИИІ). 
One disci ininiant analys i s was d o n e on t h e male d a l a o n e on t h e 
I ci 11,de dat.v T h e ι esuli s ol hol h a n a l y s e s will be discussed joint ly in old« ι 
lo faci l i tate c o i n p a n s o n . Λ p iecisc indicat ion of Hie disci i t n n i a t i v c 
<apacit\ of Hie solul ion is t h e \ alile ol η1, winch is t h e i. it io of t h e 
liei ween -jji IMI ρ \ ai lance a n d (lic lol al v a r i a n c e ol I he scoics on (lie 
d i sc i innnai i l d in iens ion. T h e і і і і іміпіііп \al i ie ol if1 is 1, t h e h igher if1 
t h e liettei t h e so lut ion Koi t h e m a l e vowels a so lut ion was found with 
.in ?/2 - .917. fin t h e female vow ι Is if 894 ¡Some fur the r a spec t s of 
these ana lyses a i e p re sen ted in Kigs. 3 - 7 . Kifj 3 p resen t s t h e m e a n s 
o f / / / a n d /il o n t h e I7frc<|uency h a n d s for t h e ma le and female s p e a k e r s . 
Unis foriiiinjr t h e а \ е г а д р frequency speet ι a 
Іч«; 4 s h o w s t h e t o t a l v a r i a n c e a n d (he v a r i a n c e e x p l a i n e d by t h e 
d iHerences be tween vowels per filter. 
."iS I)..I I'owl 
center frequencies 
125 315 500 IK 2K 4K 8K 125 315 500 IK 2K « 8K „ 
IOC ^ ^ . . . . . . . . ^ . . m 
80 , . <ƒ •• 
60-
40 
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I 3 5 7 4 11 13 15 17 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 
(liter number 
•'іц. 4 Tot,il \,ii ι,пне (<1 islu'd Imi') anil Ьсіисчмі-хомсі \ .in.irui' (( ontmuoi is line) 
Jin tìllor. Iji'ft male, n^lit Iemale spcakci.s 
center frequencies 
125 315 500 IK 2K 4K 8K 125 315 500 IK 2K 4K 8K Hz 
Jl 
? 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 
(liter number 
Кіц· Г). Stami,nel uciglith lor the 17 filtcin. Left male, ι іцІН female speakers 
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DISCRIMINANT DIMENSION (standard units) 
'V'. <i. Distiihutioti ol /// ,ιικΙ h/ ліоп^ disi ι unni.int (Іпііспчоп, male w n w k 
Λ'/,, 197; Λ',,/ IH2 
Fifj. Γ) presents the absolute values of tile weights for the 17 diinetl-
sions as eonipiited for the male and female data separately. All «eights 
ure given in urhitrarv units of variance for the particular dimension. 
Figs (i and 7 give distributions on the discriminant dimension, Z, 
for /ƒ/ and /('/. Vi». G for male and Kig. 7 for female speakers As could 
Ucxr lo j i i iu ' i i t of a Vow cl ( ' o n c i l o r lor the I Км I .",!) 
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Km 7. Di.sli I I H M I O I I of /// ¡ind / / / nloiif i ( l iscr i i i in ianl ( І і і і к ч і м о п ; fcinulc vowels. 
Л'/„ 1X2: .V,,/ Hü» 
lie е х р с с Ь ч ! f i d i l i t h e Ι ι ί μ Ι ι vu lnes o f η2, t h e p l o t s of t h e d i s c r i m i n a n t 
seoies show a c o m p l e t e s é p a r a t i o n o f / / / f r o m / / / . t h e r e is no o v e r l a p , 
u n d even a c o n s i d e r a b l e ga]). 
' l 'he d i s c r i m i n a t i o n o f t h e f e m a l e vowe l s is not as f jood as t h a t o f t h e 
male vowe ls . T h i s is no t s u r p r i s i n g w h e n t h e percen tages o f l i c l w c e n -
v o w c l \ ¡ ш а н с е o f t h e m a l i 1 a n d f e m a l e d a t a i n Kis;. 4 a r e c o m p a r e d . W e 
m u s t he c a r e f u l n o t t o g e n e r a l i z e t h e s e f i n d i n g s t o o s o o n , s i n c e r e l a t i v e l y 
s m a l l s a m p l e s w e r e a n a l y z e d . H o w e v e r , i t is o h v i o u s t r o m t h e a n a l y s i s 
t h a t t h e s p e c t r a l c h a r a c t e r i s t i c M o f t h e m a l e a n d f e m a l e v o w e l s d o show 
l a r g o d i f f o r o n o o s . T h e r e f o r e i t d i d n o t seem r e a s o n a b l e t o p e r f o r m a 
d i s c i m i m a n t a n a l y s i s o n t h e p o o l e d d a t a o f m e n a n d w o m e n t o g e t h e r . 
L a t e r s u c h a n a n a l y s i s w i l l he r e p o r t e d f o r a d a t a set w h i c h was r e d u c e d 
t o Г) d i m e n s i o n s . 
A t t h i s p o i n t , t h e q u e s t i o n arose w h e t h e r it w a s r e a l l y necessary 
l o use a l l 17 d i m e n s i o n s f o r t h e d i s c r i m i n a t i o n . K l e i n el >il ( I H 7 0 ) 
d i d in f a c t d e m o n s t r a t e t h a t e v e n a c o n s i d e r a b l e r e d u c t i o n o f t h e 
i n m i h e i o f fre<|Uoncy h a n d s o n l y has a s l i g h t n e g a t i v e effect o n t h e 
a u l o m a l i c r e c o g n i t i o n o f v o w e l s T h e r e f o r e , a n d f o r e c o n o m i c a l reasons, 
t h e p o s s i b i l i t y o f c o n s t n i c t i n g an a p p a r a t u s w i t h o n l y 5 i n p u t c h a n n e l s 
was e x a m i n o d . I n o r d e r t o test t l ie f e a s i l n l i t y o f t h i s r e d u c i i o n t o ~> i n p u t 
c h a n n e l s , t h e d i s c r i m i n a n t c a p a c i t y w a s d e t e r m i n e d l o i a n i i m l i e r of 
c o i l l b i i i a l ions o f l i v e f r e q u o n r v h a n d s , c h o s e n o n t h e l iasis o l t h e o u t ­
c o m e s o f t h e t o r m c r a n a l y s e s . ( ' o m l i i u a l i o n s ot l/.'5-octave a n d o l 2/;{-
o c l a v e l i l t e r s w e r e t e s t e d . T h e η1 a n d d i s t a n c e het ween c e n t r o i d s o f /// 
. i n d /г/ t o r t h e d i f f e r e n t s o l u t i o n s a r e g i v e n i n T a b l e 'i. K o r t h e s a k e ot 
c o m p a r i s o n t h e o r i g i n a l s o l u t i o n s based o n 17 d i m e n s i o n s a r e a l s o 
p r e s e n t e d i n t h i s t a b l e . 
A l l s o l u t i o n s f o r five filters a r e q u i t e a c c e p t a b l e as f a r as d i s c r i i n i n a -
I ion is c o n c e r n e d , a l t h o u g h n o n e o f t h e m is as g o o d as t h e s o l u t i o n based 
o n a l l 17 ( l i t e r s . I t needs m e n t i o n t h a t e v e n f o r t h e p o o l e d v o w e l s ( b o t t o m 
row T a b l e S) a v e r y r e a s o n a b l e d i s c r i m i n a t i o n is f o u n d . I t w a s t h e r e f o r e 
d e c i d e d t o p r o c e e d w i t h t h e c o n s t r u c t i o n o f a five i n p u t c h a n n e l d e v i c e . 
l id 
υ.-.j i'nvi-i 
'Г.ililc :t. 'l'Ili' irs i i l ls ni I lie ¡ i iu lvscs IISIIIL' illHcrclit coiiibiiiat ion.4· ol Hitéis in lei ins 
ol inai l i ! Ihr ilisl.nii'i's Іісімссм (lit* rriiliniils. Kor cciití'i' f ICÍHICIICK'S corn'Hiion'Iiiig 
with tin· liltcr iMiiiiIicis мч· Table 2 
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Iemale 
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Iemale 
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female 
male 
Iemale 
male 
ι female 
'Γ 
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.SM» 
.K74 
.794 
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.SS4 
.890 
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.84:і 
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іц. S. Kloek «Іі.іціап ol the Vowel ('οι ici loi 
/А'АЛ/И О/ lin i'iiii'i'l, I ΌΙΊΊΊΊΟΙ 
ІЦ. S and !» (»rcsciil ¡ι block (I'ii^ram and a pliold^iapli of the Vo«cl 
Corrector in its linai form, respect ively. The system consists of two parts 
with <|iiitc (lillcrcnl functions. 
The upper hranch is the core of the device: here the processing of the 
si};iial takes piuco. It is essentially the same as IMornp el id's Factor 
Display: the only additions are a Sample and Hold system and a delay 
lino. The Sample and Hold system samples and integrates the incoming 
signal during a predetermined period of time. At the end of the interval 
the integrated value of the sample is fed as u DC level to the Y-axis of the 
I)< \ι·Ιο)>ιιιι ut ol il \ ι ι» ι · | ( Ί ι ι ι ι ι lo i loi t i n Di il V» 
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DISCRIMINANT DIMENSION (standard units) 
DIMI iliiiliou ot /// ,ιικΙ jíj .iloiif; «list iiiuin.int IIIIIK'IISIOII. li inali \он<К 
У πι IS2. V,,, Hill 
In1 ('\|>iit('(l fluni tho ΙιιμΙι values of η-, tlio plots of tin' clisciiiinnant 
si o ies show ,i (oinpli 'to s('[)aiati()ii of /7/ f iom /(/ then' is no ovi'i lup, 
.nul cv« η .ι (onsulcial i le «dp 
ΊΊκ d isc i immation of the fem.ile vowels is not dh jjood as that of the 
in,il< vowels This is not м і ір і i smg whi-n the peieentanes of hetween-
Miwel vdiniiiK ot the male und feinale data in Кщ 4 a ie ( o n i p a i ( d W e 
nm.st IK eaiefiil not t o {jeneralize these (liidings too soon, s i m e relat ively 
small samjiles weie analyzed Howeve i , it is obv ious f iom the analysis 
th.it the s p e d ι αϊ ι haractei ist ies of the male and female vowels do show 
luíge d i t fe iemes The ie fo i e it did not seem leasonahlc to pe i fo im a 
disc ι mimant analvsis on the pooled data of m i n and women to^ethci 
Lain SIK h an analysis will be l e p o i t e d foi a data set wlmli w a s i e d u i e d 
to 5 dum usions 
At this jioint the i juistion a iose whethei it was icallv ne iessaiv 
tu usi all 17 dimensions foi the disci iminat ion Klein d ni (1970) 
did in fait d e m o u s t i a t e that even a ums ide iab lc leduLtion of the 
nuinliei of f i(( | i ienev hands only has α slight m g a t i v e effect on tin 
diitouidtK led ig int ion of vowels Theiefo ie. and foi e(onomieal ι rusons, 
tin possiliihtv of eonst iuet ing an appai.it us with onlv •'З input (hanncls 
was exa mined In oidri to test t lie feasiliiht ν of this ι ed in I ion to 5 m pul 
(liiiniiels tin dist ι mimant tapa i i l y was d i t e i m i n i d loi a niimlii ι of 
( (iinliiii.it ions of live f ir i | i lrnty hands t hosen on I In IMSIS ot I hi out 
tomes ol tin fonnei analyses ( 'oinliinal ions of l/'t-otlavt and ot 2/:{ 
o t tave h i té i s weit· tested The // ! and distatici' he twrin tenttoit ls ot / / / 
.mil ¡i( toi the d i f t n r n t solutions a ie given in 'l'alile 'Λ Foi tin sakt ot 
ι(impaiison the ongmal solutions hastd on 17 dimensions ate also 
piesented in this table 
All solutions for five filtri·» ure quitr acceptable us fai as disci imina­
tion is ( OIK π ned although none of them is as good as the solution based 
on all 17 Hitéis It needs mention that even for the pooled vowels (bottom 
low Table 3) α v e i v reasonable discrimination is found It was thrrcforc 
dcudrd to piocred with the construction of a five input channel dev ice 
(¡υ D.-.I l'ov.l 
T. i l i l r !!. 'Пи і с м і І К ul I In· .in.ilvscs MSIHL' i l i lb i c n l cu i i ib i i ia l i in i^ of HHCMN in lei ins 
ol »/- nuil Ilir (Іічі.ии rs Lciuci'ii ilu11 rn l iouls . b'oi rl'lltl'l ІНЧ|ІІСІН ICS (Ol ІЧ-ЧІЮШІІИ^  
« i d i tin· filici Miiiiihfi's лес Tabic 2 
Ν Ί Ν Ι Ι Ι Ι Ι Ί ni f i l ié is 
17 I / : Î - I H I . I \ ( 
17 i/:t- (>(t. i\c 
5 1 : | . i ) i l a \ i 
-). i>. .4 κ ι . I:Ï 
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Γ)(]() 41100 I I / 
Spcukcis 
ІПіІІС 
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lem.ile 
libile 
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male 
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.917 
.НЯ4 
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Kifi. S. l i lo i к і і іадіа ιι ol I lie Vowel ( ' o n c i lo i 
Di'^iifH of lin \'uiivl f'οι ι cetili 
Vi¡2, Ν ¡ιικί !1 рісчеій a lilock d .ι^ιαιη and a photn^iupli of flic N'oucl 
('ori-cctoi in і(ч linai tomi, résped ivoly ТІн· system consists of t u o jiaits 
«itli ((lille (lillci'cnt functions 
The upper brandi is the core of the device: here the piocessing of the 
signal takes place, ft is essentially the same as l'Ioni]) et « i s Factor 
Display the onlv additions are a Sample and Hold system and a delay 
line The Sample and Hold system samples and integrates the incoming 
signal during a predetermined period of time At the end of the interval 
the integiated \alue of the sample is fed as α IX! level to the Y-axis of the 
Development ol i i Vowel ('oireetor l'or the Deal (Я 
FiK-!·. 'I'lie Vowel Correelor 
oscilloscope (Toktronix ôlOIJN); simultaneously the intensity suppression 
is temporarily removed, allowing the signal to be aeon. Since the input of 
the X-amplificr is grounded, the level is displayed as a spot, and as the 
oscilloscope is in storage mode the displayed spot remains on the sereen 
as long as reqnirad. The total time delay between the end of the pro-
nounced word and the display of the spot is on the average 250 msec., 
which for our practical purpose, is a negligible value. 
The lower branch fulfills a segmentation and timing function : it takes 
care that the result of the processing of only the vowel section of the word 
is made visible. The automatic segmentation is based on the observed 
phenomenon thai the intensity of vowels is higher than the intensity of 
consonants. This holds in most cases oven for the /i/ which is the softer 
of the two vowels. Kor some speakers this relation does not hold when the 
consonants in the word are formed by voiced consonants or fricatives. 
This prohlem could be solved l>y adding a 3rd order Lew I'ass Filter (3 d В 
¡Miint at 2.7 kHz). The segmentation is (tarried out as follows: the 
incoming signal is both fed into a peak detector and a delay line. In the 
|K'ak detector the peak of the signal, i.e. a CVC, is determined during a 
period of 420 msec, which is ample time for the pronunciation of a VW. 
(І2 l).-.l. Povel 
Vig. IO. ScKiiK'iitiition of ¡ι vowel soitioii from я OVO (sec toxt) 
This timo period .sliiHs wlicii ilic speaker has pressed u button and when 
the sif{nal [)asses u fixed intensity value (in practice a little lii^her than 
I he hack^round noise). This dnrat ion is just as lon<i as t he delay t ime. The 
I>eak value is fed to a comparator which, 420 mese, later, receives the 
delayed signal. At the moment that the peak level and the envelope of the 
delayed eigml are the same, a pulse is given to a one shot. This one shot 
determines starting and stopping point of the Sample and Hold circuit. 
Now it may he clear why also in the upper branch a delay line is included. 
Sinei1 hoth delay lines have exactly the same delay, the Sample and Hold 
circuit samples precisely in the central part of the vowel of the ('Vi!. 
Hample duration is 20 msec, which means that a segment of only 20 msec. 
out of the vowel is displayed. This may seem rather short. Making the 
sample time longer, however, increases the chance of sogmenting in one 
of the adjacent consonants. Moreover no significant differences in the 
display of vowels were found with different segment lengths, provided 
that the segment was in the vowel part. I n Fig. 10. a photograph of the 
segmentation is shown. The upper line presents the incoming signal jxlpj 
and the delayed signal which is envelope detected: the lower line shows 
the gate which opens during the passage of the central portion of the 
Development o f β Vowel ( 'oireetor lor the I t e l i ' (И 
Kig. it. The Vowel Coneetoi· 
oscilloscope (Tektronix .r)1ü!JN): simullancously the intensity suppression 
is temporarily removed, allowing the signal to he Been. Since the input of 
the X-amplifier· is grounded, the level is displayed as a spot, and as the 
oseilloseope is in storage mode the displayed spot remains on the sereen 
as long as required. The total time delay between the end of the pro-
nounced word and the display of the spot is on the average 250 msec., 
which for our practical purpose, is a negligible value. 
The lower Irranch fulfills a segmentation and timing function: it takes 
care tha t the result of the processing of only the vowel section of the word 
is made1 visible. The automatic segmentation is based on the observed 
phenomenon that the intensity of vowels is higher than the intensity of 
consonants. This holds in mosti eases even for the jij which is the softer 
of the two vowels. Kor some sin-akers this relation does not hold when the 
consonants in the word arc! formed by voiced consonants or fricatives. 
This problem could be solved l>y adding a 3rd order Low Pass Filter (3 dB 
point at 2.7 kHz). The segmentation is carried out as follows: the 
incoming signal is both fed into a peak detector and a delay line. In the 
|)eak detector the peak of the signal, i.e. a CVC, is determined during a 
period of 420 msec, which is ample time for the pronunciation of a ('V(!. 
(І2 D.-J. Powl 
іц. I(t. ScKincntation of'ii vowel Reetion Ггоиі я ('Vi' (sec t^'xt) 
This time pciicid shirts «lien llic speaker has pressed a Ішііоп and when 
the sifíiial passes a fixed intensity value (in practice a little Ііі^Ііег than 
t he background nuise). This durât ion is just' as lon^ as t he delay t ime. The 
(teak value is fed to a comparator which, 420 mese, later, receives the 
delayed signal. At the moment that the peak level and the envelope of the 
delayed signal are the same, a pulse is given to a one shot. This one shot 
determines starting and stopping point of the Sample and Hold circuit. 
Now it may he clear why also in the upper branch a delay line is included. 
Since both delay lines have exactly the same delay, the Sample and Hold 
circuit samples precisely in the central part, of the vowel of the ( 'VC 
Sample duration is 20 msec, which means that a segment of only 20 msec. 
out of the vowel is displayed. This may seem rather short. Making the 
sample time longer, however, increases the chance of segmenting in one 
of the adjacent consonants. Moreover no significant differences in the 
display of vowels were found with different segment lengths, provided 
that the segment was in the vowel part. Tn Fig. 10. a photograph of the 
segmentation is shown. The upper line presents the incoming signal /л/р/ 
and the delayed signal which is envelope detected: the lower line shows 
the gate which oi>ens during the passage of the central portion of the 
Dcvclojmicnl ol .1 Vducl ('оікміог foi (lie Dciil' iï\ 
viiwi']. The delay is realised with a so-called "Bueket brigade Delay Line" 
(I'hilips TCASOO) ref. Sangster (1970), which is a shift register for analog 
signals consisting of 512 condensors. Using a clock-frequcnoy of 610 H/, a 
delay of 420 msec;, is obtained. 
It «as noticed earlier that the intensity of the input signal should 
remain between an upper and a lower limit. Because it is known that , 
especially for the deaf, it is difficult to speak on a more or less constant 
level, a loudness indicator was built. This device checks during the 
speaking period of 420 msec, w hcther the signal intensity exceeds a fixed 
level which would mean overload of the system. When this happens a 
panel labeled "softer" is lighted. When during the speaking period the 
signal never reaches a predetermined lower level a panel "louder" is 
lighted. Tn both cases no display will appear on the oscilloscope. As it was 
decided to evaluate the Vowel Corrector on male deaf pupils, the weights 
associated with the two best solutions for male voices (sec Table 3) were 
tested separately. Tt then appeared that the display based on б 1/3-octave 
filtei-s had one great disadvantage· many other vowels were projected on 
the same region of the discriminant dimension as the /// and /i/ sounds. 
This was not the case with the discriminant dimension based on Г> 2/3-
oelave lilters 111 the fre(|uen('v lange from 500 to 4000 Hz: here all other 
vowels (except the ////) appeared to project outside the ///-/// region. 
The /(// is on the average, positioned somew heie between the /// and //'/ 
So it was decided to use the sepaiation pioccdiirc based on the live 
2/3-oclavc tillers in the frccpiency region of 500 to 4000 Hz 
IMetlmil of Rvaluation 
After completion of the construction of the Vowel ('oireetor, it was 
decided to run a numher of tests in order to evaluate its proper func­
tioning. It is obvious that a complete evaluation should consist of an 
assessment of the displaying characU'iistics of the equipment as well as its 
practicability as a teaching device for the deaf In the following, we 
present theicMilt of the former type of evaluation Research with lespeet 
to the latter aspect is in progress. 
The displaying ehanictcristics of the Vowel Corrector, i.e. its seg­
mentation and discrimination accuracy, were studied by observing the 
Corrector's behavior for a large number of ///- and /i/ sounds, spoken by 
new male s|>cakers in a variety of contexts We hoped that the results of 
these tests would give us a basis tor deciding whether speaker normaliza­
tion is indicated for the use of the Vowel Corrector, and if so in what 
manner 
Material and Procedure 
Kach of twenty adult male speakers (normal hearing) pronounced 
100 tnonosylUhlcs which were recorded on tape. Half of the syllables 
(il I).-,). Povei 
І^ ід. 11. Display " Ι / / / ¡nid //'/ soumin of 4 speakers (1M()-17-1!() ou the oseilioseojie 
sercM'ii. 'Plie )'-a\is ilisplays the (Іінегітіпііпі (liiiH-iisiiiii. Ι/·Γ1 ///, г\ц\\1 ¡ij vowsels 
(CV'Cs) coiitiiiiicd the vowel / / / , half the vowel /г/. The vowtils appeared 
in 25 different consonantal contexts. All speakers sat at the same distance 
from the microphone and the setting of the input volume control was 
never ehanged during the recordings. The 2000 (!V(!s wore fed one by one 
into the Vowel (!orrector and displayed on the oscilloscope of which the 
)'-axis functions as discriminant dimension. In addition, the segmenta­
tion was made visible on a second oscilloscope (cf. Kig. 10); wrong 
segmentations were notified. Kor studying the displays, the following 
procedure was used. After the display of a vowel, the beam of the 
oscilloscope was shifted from left to right a little step. This was done in 
such a way that all 100 vowels of one speaker could he displayed on the 
screen at once: the /// vowels on the left-hand side, the /i/ vowels on the 
right-hand side. Moreover, each allophone had its own location on the 
screen. After having displayed all 100 vowels of one speaker Hie screen 
was photographed. This was repeated for all twenty speakers. Next-, 
histograms were eonstructed, based on the photographs on which the 
)'-axis was divided into 20 equal intervals. Kour photographs and four 
histograms based on them are shown in Kigs. 11 and 12. The four speakers 
are representative for our sample. 
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Segmentation 
99.8'X, of the 2 000 segments is located in the central portion of the 
vowel, only 0.2% is located in the peripheral part of the vowel. These 
results indicate t h a t our segmentation system works almost perfectly and 
should In· feasible in all instances where vowel segmentation for speech 
training is desired. 
Ducrimination 
A histogram of the displays of all 20 speakers together is shown in 
Kig. 13. The mean coordinate of the /ƒ/ sounds in 12.07; the s tandard 
deviation is 2.33. The mean coordinate of the /»'/ sounds is 6.14 with a 
standard deviation of 2.26. The total mean is 9.1. From the total variance 
62.4% ¡,ч explained by the differences between /ƒ/ and /г'/ and 12% by 
diflerenees hetueen speakers, the remaining 25.6% being interaction and 
error variance. First it was determined how well a discrimination could be 
obtained without any speaker normalization. Therefore a separation 
point on the discriminant dimension had t o be chosen in such a way that 
the expected number of misprojections (i.e. an /ƒ/ or /i/ projects on the 
wrong side of the separation point, or vice versa) is minimal. A second 
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Fig 13 Histogram and normal distribution of all 1000 /ƒ/ and 1000 /г/ vowels as 
displayed on the oscilloscope screen 
lequircment for the selection of the separation point is tha t the increase in 
the numbei of on ors either going to the right or to the left should be 
noaily equal This may be important because of possible fluctuations in 
the adjustment of the initial beam position on the У-axis of the oscillo­
scope From the histogram in Fig. 12, however, it can be inferred t h a t a 
ι datively great number of /ƒ/ sounds are located in the interval 9 5 to 
10 5 I n order to check whether the distributions of /// and /г/ deviated 
much from the normal distribution, the cumulative proportion curves of 
both distributions were plotted on normal-probability paper Only very 
slight deviations from a straight line were found Therefore normal 
curves were constructed on both histograms (Fig 13) Since the v a n a 
bihties of the two distnbutions diffei only slightly (σι = 2 33, σι = 2 26), 
the cutting point of the two distributions is the most acceptable separa­
tion point The coordinate value of the cutting point on the discriminant 
dimension is 9 08 and the percentage of errors associated with this 
separation point is 9 7%. Thus one must conclude t h a t the minimal 
percentage of errors with an a prion determined separation point, which 
means without any speaker-dependent correction, is 9 7% The most 
perfect speaker normalization is obtained when the separation point is 
determined a posteriori This means t h a t the speaker first pronounces a 
Luge number of vowels and t h a t then the optimal separation point is 
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Τ іЫе 4 Optmi il чср iration points on the diacnmmant dimension and correspond­
ing number ol еггоіь per speaker 
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<) 
0 
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ri 
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2Ü 
point 
0 5 
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11 3 
0 5 
7 5 
0.5 
9 5 
0.5 
8 5 
ei 
0 
1 
4 
7 
13 
9 
1 
2 
1 
0 
detcrmmed This was done for the 20 sppakers and for each the cor-
responding number of errors was determined The result of this analysis 
aie shown m Table 4 The separation points were always chosen on a 
boundary between two intcivals Theie is a considerable spread of the 
individual .scpaiating points uiound the mean of 8 The mean p< rcentage 
of errors is 4 8% Since this is α subbtuntial impiovement on !) 7%, a 
speakei dependent correction is quite desirable Of course, a perfect 
speaker noimaluat ion is not possible in practice, but a partial correction 
seems possible using the following procedure A speaker (deaf pupil), who 
is going to use the apparatus for training his pronunciation, is requested 
first to pronounce a number of CVCs with /// and /t/ On the basis of the 
lesulting display it will be possible to determine broadly where the 
optimal separation point for this speaker will be Then the beam of the 
oscilloscope can be adjusted in such a way t h a t this presumed separation 
point eomeidcs with the horizontal midline of the oscilloscope screen This 
correction will certainly not be optimal, being based on a limited number 
of words Assuming t h a t this adjustment will on the average not deviate 
more t h a n a half division on the oscillosi ope screen from the optimal 
collection, it is computed t h a t such a deviation will, on the average 
ι oi respond to an increase of e n ors from the optimal 4 8 % to 7 5 % This is 
still noticeably better than the 9 7% of e n ι us associated with an a prion 
deteimincd separation point Practice musi show how well this method 
woiks 
Discussion 
I t has been argued above t h a t a number of special requirements are indi 
cated for the constiuction of an articulation correctoi I t was asserted 
t h a t it is not sufficient just only to display one or more aspects of the 
physical infoi ination, as is the cose for the other types of visible speech 
ÜS D.-J. Povel 
apparatus mentioned above, but tha t it is necessary to transform the 
physical information in such a way tha t the resulting display gives un-
ambiquous and immediately understandable feedback to the subject. As 
a matter of fact an adequate articulation corrector should be a perfect 
automatic spooch sound recognizer which discriminates speech sounds or 
aspects of specoli sounds which are relevant for speech training. Because 
of the limited results in the field of automatic speecli recognition it is net 
surprising tha t our Vowel Corrector has its limitations: it can only give 
feedback about a limited number of vowels a t a time. Tt is, however, very 
«ell possible to make the apparatus suited for displaying other pairs or 
triads of vowels by changing the weighting coefficients. When the 
weightings for the vowels to be displayed are known, the only remaining 
thing to bo done is to replace α set of resistors. 
Tlicie is one point t h a t still lias to be mentioned. This concerns the 
supposed diffeienccs between nur perceptual tolerance towards the 
pronunciation of certain vowels ii nd the tolerance of t h e device. From our 
test for instance, it appears that a proportion of well-pronounced vowels 
is not as such identified by the déviée. In the same way it is possible that 
the Vowel Corrector "accepts" . vowel which is perceptually unaccept-
able. We have not yet examined this, but in the second part of the 
evaluation we will first of all tui n our attention towards this aspect in a 
s tudy in which the position of vowels pronounced by deaf boys will be 
correlated with the judged quality of these vowels. I t may appear from 
this study that an improvement of the device is indicated. This might be 
the using of the second axis of the oscilloscope, now unused, for displaying 
a correct-incorrect dimension. 
Next the practicibility of the device will be tested at the Institute for 
the Deaf a t St. Michielsgestel. A first group of deaf boys who sometimes, 
but not always, pronounces both vowels correctly will t ry to improve 
their pronunciation by means of the Vowel Corrector. A second group of 
deaf boys who pronounce neither / / / nor / i / are going to t ry and acquire 
the pronunciation of these vowels via approximation, also using the infor-
mation given by the Vowel Corrector. The subjects t ha t will participate 
in the experiment will be older deaf boys with a fundamental voice 
frequency equalling tha t of adult male speakers. By using an appiopriate 
research design we will t ry to isolate the effect of the Vowel Corrector so 
that the contribution of the device in the acquisition can be evaluated. 
Many people have given very valuable assistance during this project. In 
particular I should like to thank Mr. L. С W. Pols of the Institute for Perception at 
Soestcrberg, to whom I owe many ideas for the realization of the Vowel Corrector 
and actual help during its development. Moreover I wish to acknowledge Professor 
E. Roskam for his adrice on the computation and Mr. J. Drabbe for building the 
apparatus. 
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Summary. The Vowel Corrector, a device giving visual information about the 
identity of vowels spoken in monosyllabic words, was tested on a group of deaf 
boye. The description of the actual experiment is preceded by a number of con-
»iderations relating to the application of an articulation corrector in a speech 
therapy program for the deaf. 
The deal subjects participating in the experiment were divided into two groups: 
un experimental and a control group. The experimental subjects trained with the 
Vowel Corrector, while the subjects in the control group were trained by a profes­
sional speech trainer. At four moments in time data were collected with respect to 
I ho etfect of training on pronunciation: before, during and directly after training, 
,ΙΗ well as 'Λ weeks later. On these occasions, recordings were made of the subjects 
pronouncing the list of words that was used during training, a list of words not 
used during training (transfer to other material) and a short text (transfer to an­
other speech mode). Afterwards the recorded speech sounds were identified by two 
naive listeners. Subsequently the results were subjected to statistical analysis. 
I t could be concluded that the effect found in the experimental group is a t least 
as largo as the effect found in the control group which is considered a positive 
result. Implications of the findings are discussed. 
The present article reports the use of the Vowel Corrector in the speech 
training of deaf pupils. The device is described in a preceding paper 
(Povel, 1974). 
Introducing a visible speech apparatus into the speech learning 
situation of the deaf means adding a new dimension to it. I n a sense, by 
doing this, the situation comes closer to that in which the normal hearing 
child acquires his speech. The normal hearing child for his speech acquisi­
tion essentially relies on a continuous comparison of speech in his 
environment with his own utterances. From these comparisons he infers 
the relations between the perceptual characteristics of speech sounds and 
their motor counterpart. This finally enables him to pronounce all 
elements of his native language in all occurring orders. This mode we shall 
call learning through output matching. 
The way the deaf pupil is traditionally taught speech differs funda­
mentally from the process sketched above. Besides knowledge of results in 
tiTms of right-wrong statements, the main part of information given to 
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(lie «Iciif |Hi|)il ciiiisists in ¡nslnicl ions ciinccming position and movcmiiils 
of his ail iciiliilois. I<\)r liis spiwcli .icqnisition, thoniforo, the (loaf pupil is 
|)iimaiil\· (l(']i(ΊΚΙΙΊΙΙ, on tin? iiidiciilions t h a t dttscrilxt (partially) l.l><! 
piorcss of s])i4'i-li production. This modo wo shall call learning Ihrou^h 
process гсдиіаі ion. 
Notice the dilforonco: ilio hearing child hardly ever receives instruc-
lions concern i 11«; his articulators, whereas the deaf pupil never receives 
perceptual information about speech sounds (except the obviously very 
incomplete auditory information). Tn spite of the tremendous effort on ilio 
part of the touchers of the deaf, the speech of their pupils yet leaves much 
to lie desired: it still sounds unnatural and it is difficult to understand for 
the naive listener. This must presumably be ascribed to the very high 
complexity of the speech process on the one hand and on the other to the 
impossibility of regulating this process through external instructions only. 
Λ visible speech apparatus restores to some degree the natural process: it 
üives the deaf subject the opportunity to see, his own speech output, or 
more accurately a number of aspects of it, and the way this output varies 
with changos of the articulators. 
Although some optimism is justified as regards the introduction of a 
visibili speech apparatus into the speech learning situation of the deaf, 
one should still realize tha t some problems remain. Tn discussing those 
problems wo « ill confini! ourselves to the articulation corrector typo of 
visible speech apparatus since; the apparatus of which an evaluation is 
reported below, is a specimen of the. latter type. 
Kirst of all one should bear in mind tha t the deaf pupil has never had 
the opportunity to develo]) his arliculatory behavior in the way the 
hearing child has (we again neglect the contribution of the auditory 
information to the actual speech acquisition). Thus we do not know at all 
whether the deaf pupil will be able to employ the supplied information 
adequately. 
Here a note should be made on the visual feedback that is given by an 
articulation corrector. Ideally an articulation corrector must give feed-
back tha t contains information with the help of which articulatory 
behavior can be controlled. The feedback however can only have a 
controlling function when the relations between the feedback and the 
motor domain are understood; and these relations have to be learned. 
Therefore during the first at tempts tha t are based on trial and error the 
display fulfills only a reinforcing function by giving knowledge of results 
in terms of correct-incorrect. By comparing the changes in the visual 
display with changes in the motor commands to the speechorgans the 
subject may discover the relations between perceptual and motor 
correlates of speech sounds. From tha t time on the visual feedback can 
help him to guide his actions. 
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iSotomlly, t i m e is tbc fact that speech acquisition is a long term 
pioccRvS it takes the heaiing child several years to learn the relations 
between the acoustic and articulatory dimensions of speech and to Apply 
them effieientlv in his pronunciation Several studies show t h a t up till his 
eighth vear of life, the hearing child keeps adding to his articulatory 
lepeitoire (Wmit/, 1969) Л consequence of this fact may be that the 
( fleet ι\ ι nesh of a speech eonectoi can only be established after a very 
long t iainmg period And (»ven lh< η it will be almost impossible to supply 
the deaf subject with the same amount of information as t hat received by 
the heaiing chilli 
Thirelly we sheiuld mention the limitations that are due either to the' 
limited capacity of the eye m piocossing the visualized aceiustic informa­
tion or to the tee hnical problems involved in the visual display of acoustic 
information This type of limitations is first of all rcflecteel by the fact 
th.it there- uu diflerent visible speech corrcctois for the elifTerent aspects 
of the acoustic mfe)rmatie)n t h a t are tradii lonally elistinguished pitch and 
intonation, inteMisity, rhythm and articulation The consequence of this 
fact, namely t h a t the different aspects have to be trained independently 
will presumably notg ivensoto additional problems for the deaf since there 
is evielenee that the hearing child also learns the different aspects more 
or less independently (Nakazima, 1962, Tonkova-Yampol'skaya, 1969) 
The limitatiems of the lattei type arise especially in the constiuction 
of art к ulatioti coirectors These device-s have a rather complicated double 
function em the eme hand they must give a visual transformation of the 
acoustic information relevant tf> th< correction or acquisitum of articula 
lion, em the other hanel the'v must alse> indicate to what eate-gory (e g 
phonemes) the spoken sounel belongs In our articulation eorreetor the-
two functions cejuld only be re ah/eel aelequately if the numbei of sounds 
to be displayed at any one time were restriete-el to two (in the prese ni 
stiuly, /// and / J / Thin measure which improves the elmcnminahility 
(e ale ge)ri/alioii powci) of the apparatus, at the same time, heiwe'V« r, 
K-eliice-H the· vu'W on tluv pereeptual space einly the / 1 / — / ¿ / elime nsum 
is shown In this context wo should mention a pilot study e xamining the 
similarity between the categorization of / ƒ / and /ι/ sounds by the Vowel 
Corrector and by the human observer I n this study a number of mone) 
syllable's speiken by deaf boys were recorded on tape and subsequently 
beith elisplaycd on the Vowel Corrector and identified by two observers 
Next the position on the display of each vowel was related t o the per­
ceptual identification From this examination we could conclude t h a t the 
similarity is very reasonable, be it t h a t the tolerance of the apparatus is 
lower than perceptual tolerance This means t h a t a listener may accept a 
sound a s / / / o r /г'/, while the display is inconclusive (the spot appears 
somewhere near the midline). Sounds t h a t are clearly displayed on the 
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Vowol CJorroctor as / / / o r /t/ are only very raroly perceptually tm-
¡vrccptabln. 
Finally we sliould mention a limitation that is directly connected to 
(he Vouel Corrector. Since the display of this apparatus is based on the 
spectral charaetoristicR of the incoming signal, it obviously can only aid 
in corn-cling those mistakes that are shown up in the spectral qualities of 
the sound. We shall return lo this point at a later stage. 
Method 
Ten normal deaf boys from the "Ins t i tuut voor Doven" a tS t . Michiels-
gestel in the age group of 15 to 19 years with hearing losses varying 
from 98 to 125 dB ISO (average measures a t 500, 1000 and 1500 Hz) 
were selected on the basis of pronunciation problems of / / / and / г / 
sounds in a variety of monosyllables and divided into two groups. The 
two groups were matched for age, audiogram, intelligence, initial level of 
errors in pronouncing /1/ and ¡i/ sounds and roughly on their general 
motivation to improve their pronunciation. The groups were, named 
experimental (10) and control (C) group. Although we recognize the 
problem of forming two adequately matched groups of deaf boys we still 
preferred this design to a design in which the subjects are their own 
control and in which only the sounds to be learned differ in the experimen-
tal and control condition (Pronovost, 1967). The latter design has the 
disadvantage of severe potential a priori differences between the experi-
mental and control condition which cannot be eliminated. The boys in 
the E group worked with the Vowel Corrector in a way which will be 
described presently, while the С group worked with a professional speech 
trainer. The speech trainer belonged to the permanent staff of speech 
therapist« working a t the institute where the research was conducted. 
Her teaching method may therefore be considered representative for 
the traditional speech training method as applied in the education of the 
deaf. We should mention t h a t the speech trainer did not regard her 
I ask in the experiment as an extraordinary one. Indeed, in normal 
s|)oech lessons exclusive prolonged attention will generally not lut given 
to the production of merely two sounds, l 'or the present study, however, 
this point is not relevant, since the experimental variable is the method 
of training used in the two groups. The two groups followed as far as 
possible the same plan during the ten 15 min training sessions. The E 
group had one extra session preceding the training in which the operation 
of the Vowel Corrector was explained and practised with the help of a 
very detailed instruction with many examples and exercises typed on 
cards. 
The material used during the experiment consisted of three lists of 
w ords and a text. List I contained 38 CVCs arranged in 19 minimal pairs 
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wil h the vowel being either /J/or/г/e .g . / 6 / £ / - / M / . F o r the construction 
of the CVCs, 12 different initial consonants and 9 difTeront final conso-
nants were used. List I I was made up of 32 monosyllable meaningful 
words which were chosen on their estimated frequency in normal 
conversation. The words had either one, two or three initial consonants or 
final consonants, or both; half of the syllabic nuclei were formed by / / / , 
half by /г'/. L i s t i l i contained 34 CVfîs, again half with vowel / 1 / and half 
with vowel /»'/. The three lists showed no overlap. The text, finally, 
consisted of a simple little story of approximately 100 words including 
1!) words with vowel / ƒ / and 23 with vowel /г/. Most of these words also 
occurred either in List I or List 11. 
During the training sessions the subjects of the E group were seated in 
front of the apparatus with a good view on the screen of the Vowel 
( !ori'cctor. They held a push button which could be pressed in order to 
show up a word on the display screen. The boys were wearing their usual 
hearing aids. 
The operation of the Vowel Corrector and the display of speech signals 
on its screen are severely interfered with by sounds occurring just before 
or during the pronunciation of a word. Examples of such disturbing 
sounds are jogging the table on which the microphone is placed, scraping 
of feet on the floor, coughing, passing aeroplanes and thunder. These 
sounds either unduly trigger the microphone closing relais, or they make 
the display invalid. Therefore it was necessary to make the pupils aware 
of this fact and to work in a silent room. 
Each session was divided into two periods. During the first period the 
subject used the minimal pairs of List I which were typed on cards and 
which were, during the earlier sessions, handed to him by the experi­
menter. The subject was instructed to try and pronounce the two words 
in such a manner t h a t the spot on the screen corresponding to the / / / 
sound would always appear below tho spot corresponding to the /г/ 
sound. The larger the distance between the two spots the better. Note 
that it was only the relative position of tho spots on the screen that 
mattered at this stage, not their absolute position. This procedure was 
chosen deliberately for the following two reasons. First, this task did not 
make excessively high demands on the part of the subject which was 
important in order to keep him motivated. Secondly, during this period, 
the experimenter had the opportunity t o adjust the beam of the oscillo­
scope, if necessary, for speaker normalization. This could be done without 
any interruption of the progress of training. This adjustment was 
necessary only during the earlier sessions; a t a later stage the optimal 
adjustment could be set before the training session started. I n the second 
period of each session the subject used the words of List I I . This time the 
task was to get the spot corresponding to cither one of the two sounds on a 
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resi riet od region of the screon: /// bflow the midline and /7/ above, (he 
inirlline. 
Now, lypically, the subject made new at tempts a t a wrongly 
pronoiinprd word (as indicated by the display) until its projection 
reached the desired poeition on the screen. If a subject had correctly 
pi'onounccd a word (vowel) several times in succession, he was instructed 
to repeat the word several times without visual feedback (i.e. not to 
press (he button) and to pay particular attention to the tactile 
and kinestetic sensation of his articulators. Ли occasional check 
was made by the subject by displaying the word on the Vowel 
Corrector's screen. The subjects received no further instructions during 
the training, indeed, from the outset they were encouraged to work on 
their own. 
As mentioned earlier, the (' group followed the same procedure as far 
as possible. Here again each session was divided into two periods: the 
first period being devoted to practising the pronunciation of the minimal 
pairs of List [ and the second period to pronouncing correctly the words 
from List П . The only difference with the E group was t h a t instead of 
receiving visual feedback from the Vowel Corrector, the subjects received 
articulatory instruction from a specialist in the speech education of the 
deaf. 
Recordings of the pronunciation of all subjects were made a t four 
points in t ime: 1. before the first training session, 2. after the fifth training 
session, 3. a t the. termination of training, 4. three weeks after termination 
of training. During these four tests the. subjects read the words from the, 
three lists and the text mentioned above. Thus for every subject we 
collected on each occasion 106 monosyllabic words spoken in isolation, 
half with vowel / ƒ / , half with vowel / t / , plus 42 / / / and / t / sounds 
spoken while reading a text . From these recordings, four measures con-
cerning the effect of training could be inferred: 1. improvement in the. 
pronunciation of the, words used during training (L i s t i and IT), 2. trans-
fer of learning to other words (List 111), 3. transfer to another mode of 
speech (Text), 4. retention of the effect (test three weeks after termi-
nât ¡on). 
Kor purposes of scoring all vowels had to be judged for intelligibility. 
Identification, rather than quality, was considered to be the most relevant 
measure for the correctness of pronunciation. Therefore two observers, 
unfamiliar with deaf speech, were instructed to identify the words that 
were preeentiid to them in the judging sessions and to write these down. 
identifying whole words is closer to the normal way of perceiving speech 
than identifying only the vowel section of words. The relevant speech 
sounds in the text were judged by the observers while listening to the 
story as it was spoken by the deaf pupils. Thus the observers could make 
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use of Llio coiisli'iiints of tlic story wliilo identifying the / 1 / and / i / sounds. 
This procedure was chosen deliberately since it represents again a better 
approxiniation of the natural way of perceiving speech. Later, the 
responses of the judges were compared with the corresponding words 
present ed to I he deaf subjects during the test. Only « hen both judges had 
correctly identified the intended vowel, was the pronunciation categorized 
as correct. The average percentage of interjudge agreement was 89. 
Resulte 
ТЫ Vowel ('oire.ctor in Operation 
Before going into details of the data analysis some comments should 
be made about the use of the Vowel Corrector during training. The 
subjects of the E group appeared to have understood the instructions: 
they had \\<> trouble operating the apparatus and showed good eoni-
prehension of the meaning of the display. The operation of the apparatus 
itself gave no trouble neither did segmentation except in the case of one 
.subject w ho occasionally spoke an initial /r / (frontal tongue r) louder than 
the subséquent vowel. Kor this subject the words with initial / r / wer« 
replaced. 
Next a comment should be made on the production of vowels not 
being J JI or /» / and their display on the Vowel Corrector. From an earlier 
investigation of speech errors of deaf boys we learnt tha t the errors in the 
production of / / / and / i / sounds in monosyllables can bedivided into two 
categories. The first and largest category comprises reversals from / / / and 
/ i / and the production of speech sounds perceptually intermediate be-
tween ¡11 and /г /. Tins second category consists of quite different vowels 
e.g. Ι ε, с, и, γ, ο/. The latter category constituted approximately 6 % of 
all the errors: we also found this value in our E and С group results. This 
latter type of vowels, except for /y/, projected outside the screen, which 
meant, that no spot was displayed on it. Tt was explained to the subjects 
that when this happened the vowel produced was rather deviant and they 
were instructed to make another a t tempt . The vowel /γ/, which was 
produced rarely, was generally projected near the midline and thus meant 
for the subject a sound t h a t hod to be corrected. This matter did not give 
rise to any further problems during training. 
Data Analysis 
Fig. 1 shows the improvement over time of the E and the С group for 
the different materials in three separate diagrams. 
The first diagram (A) shows the learning curves of both groups for the 
material t h a t was used during training; the second pair of curves (B) 
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show the transfer to other single words, while the last diagram (C) shows 
transfer to words spoken while reading text. The most important 
impression from these diagrams is t h a t both groups appear to improve 
their pronunciation. Next there appears a tendency for the E group to 
(KTform better than the С group. An other noteworthy characteristic is 
that the effect of the training of botli the E and the С group appears to 
have readied its final level by the end of the fifth training session. 
Transfer to not learned words, as computed from the posttraining 
(.est, amounts to 91. % and 94% of the effect on the learned words for the E 
and the (Î group respectively. 
Because of the differences in judgement procedures used for the 
words spoken in isolation and for the words spoken in the text these two 
categories were analyzed separately. An analysis of variance performed 
on the data of the isolated words reveals tha t of the three main effects 
only Moment in time is significant (F3,21 •= 18.9; ρ < 0.001). For the 
difference between E and С group and between the two types of material 
non significant F values are found. None of the interactions appears to be 
significant. 
An analysis of variance performed on the data of the words spoken in 
1 ext yields similar results : here too only Moment in time is found to reach 
significance ( F 3,24-- 37.3; <p< 0.001). 
Discussion 
Tn view of the reported results we have reason to be optimistic with 
respect to the application of the Vowel Corrector. We may conclude t h a t 
it at least matches a speech trainer as far as the correction of / / / and / i / 
sounds is concerned. Transfer of training both t o other words and to 
another mode of speaking appear to occur to a satisfactory degree. The 
cfiect of training is retained over a period of at least 'A weeks. 
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Moie impoit.iiitly, the results indicate the possibilities of another 
method of teat lung speech to the deaf, which, in the introduction we have 
termed Icarniiigtlirough output matching I n tins method the ai tic ul<itoi \ 
behavior of the pupil is not shaped with the help of verbal instructions 
foncerning position and movement of the articulators as is the case in the 
traditional teaching method, but instead the articulatory behavior is 
indirectly guided by visual feedback This feedback, being α trans-
foiniation of some important information bearing aspects of the acoustic 
speech signal .apparently can to some extent take over the assumed 
function of the eai in the speech acquisition process of the hearing child 
This function might best be descubed as providing a norm plus an 
indication of the degree to which the subject's speech product matches 
this noi m In order for this information to be useful, the subject is 
assumed to relate the visual display to articulatory dimensions and to 
f01 m transfoimation rules which enable him to use the visual information 
for futuic corrections From oui study we might tentatively conclude 
that the subjects do appear to be able to use the information in the 
described manner This conclusion plus the fact that withdrawal of the· 
feedback is not directly followed by a detenoiation of performance1 
should be с onsiderc d the most πηροί tant results of this research, showing 
ical pc rs|)( ι lives foi this alternative speech t iammg method I t s u p p o i l s 
our view that a i t iui latory acquisition can and should be based em α 
perceptual, rather than on a motoi criterion 
The research also shows that fuither developments arc needed F u s t 
t lie Vow e 1 Con ett or should be made to display also other pairs of vowels 
t Ins can he accomplished rather easily (see the preceding paper) Secondly 
in a next phase the Vowel Concctoi must be developed towards α 
genei αϊ articulation corrector, ι с one t h a t сап also display consonants 
This will, to a large extent, be feasible in view of the recent results in 
automatic phoneme recognition, but problems will certainly arise with 
the development of an adequate segmentation procedure The t h u d 
modification will presumably appear to bo the hardest to realize ft 
concerns an extension of the infoi mation given b} the apparatus so 
that it becomes applicable to the correction of other classes of articula 
tion errors than studied thus far With respect to this point we should 
mention a type of articulation error t h a t is not signalled adequately on 
the Vowel Coirector pronouncing a diphthong instead of a vowel When 
a diphthong containing the intended vowel is pronounced, it will depend 
on the part of the diphthong t h a t happens to be sampled, whether the 
display indicates a deviation from the norm 
Certainly the future developments of the Vowel Conector to a full-
grown articulation corrector will meet with several problems We ait 
convinced howevei t h a t it is woith the eflort to solve these problems 
ко 
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since1 wo bc-liovo t l i a t dev ices d i s p l a y i n g a s p e c t s of t h e speech p r o d u c t 
v i sual ly li.ivi' p iomis in« p e r s p e c t i v e s for t h e speech t r a i n i n g of t h e deaf. 
'l'In· .intimi wishes lo tliunk Mis. 1). Vughts-SUrkc lor the conscientious way in 
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SUWARY 
Any study intending to evaluate the various applications of 'visible 
speech apparatus' for speech training of the deaf (viz. articulation 
correctors) must first of all attempt to reveal the relevant aspects 
of the process of speech production. Secondly, it must assess the dif-
ferences between the process of speech acquisition of the hearing on 
the one hand and of the deaf on the other. Thirdly, it must try to 
assign a proper place to the rather deviant form of presenting inform-
atioh by means of a visible speech apparatus. 
1. In the present study, Chapter 1 is devoted to the process of speech 
production. For the purpose of our discussion we have looked for 
an analogy in order to make the complexities of speech production more 
explicit. As a useful analogy we propose the mechanisms that underlie 
flute playing. During the elaboration of the analogy, we come across a 
ntmber of aspects in flute-playing behaviour that supposedly have their 
counterpart in the process of speaking. Thus we look into (i) the issue 
of the unit of speech production; (ii) the problem of the transformat-
ions occurring between input and output; (iii) the question concerning 
the role of feedback. The main part of the chapter is, therefore, devot-
ed to a detailed discussion of the literature covering these aspects of 
speech production. In this context, two alternative views on speech pro-
duction are critically reviewed. 
Of great significance to our purpose is that the flute-playing 
model of speech production appears to have sufficient descriptive valid-
ity. Most importantly, it stresses the fact that the one-to-one relat-
ionship between perceptual units and neural conmands — as it has been 
proposed in various forms in the literature - is inadequate. Indeed, 
there is growing evidence which indicates that one speech sound can be 
produced by means of several different articulatory patterns which, in 
tum, are caused by,equally different, neural conmands. Moreover, the 
model suggests that, depending on the preceeding speech sound, differ-
ent articulatory behaviour is required. 
These findings have a bearing not only on the assessment of artic-
ulatory performance but also - and this is of greater practical import-
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ance - on speech training. 
2. In Chapter 2, two different modes of speech acquisition are compared. 
These have been termed 'learning through output matching' and 'learn-
ing through process shaping'. The former represents the manner in which 
the hearing child acquires speech; the latter describes the way the deaf 
child traditionally learns to speak. 
A number of essential shortcomings of the latter method are mention-
ed and a plea is made for the alternative method in which information 
about the speech product is given. Thus, the subject is provided with 
an appropriate norm . Moreover, the deaf subject is given the opportun-
ity to make use of the natural iiMtdnng procedures which form the 
kernel of speech acquisition by the hearing. 
3. Chapter 3 offers a detailed description of the development of the 
Vowel Correctoi· and its final design. The Vowel Corrector displays 
vowels spoken in monosyllables as light spots on an oscilloscope screen. 
Because of the limited number of dimensions available, only a restrict-
ed nunber of vowels can be displayed in a single session without losing 
discriminatory power. The locus of the spot on the screen forms the crit-
erion for a correct pronunciation. 
4. In the fourth chapter, finally, the functioning of the Vowel Correct-
or as a speech training aid for the deaf is evaluated. For this pur-
pose, two matched groups of deaf boys received speech training. One group 
was trained by means of the Vowel Corrector, the other received instruct-
ion from a professional speech trainer. The improvement in intelligibility 
of the vowels practised was assessed for both groups. It could be con-
cluded that the effect due to the Vowel Corrector is at least as large as 
the effect due to the speech trainer, which is considered an encourage-
ing result. 
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SAMENVATTING 
Het onderzoek beschreven in dit proefschrift behelst een theoretische en 
praktische waardering van de mogelijkheden van visueel afgebeelde acous-
tische infomatie ontrent het spraaksignaal ten behoeve van het spraakon-
derwijs aan doven. Het eerste en tweede hoofdstuk zijn gewijd aan het 
theoretische facet, het derde en het vierde aan het praktische. 
1. Het eerste hoofdstuk gaat in op de vraag wat spreken, het produceren 
van spraak, eigenlijk is. Teneinde een duidelijker beeld te ontwikke-
len van het komplexe mechanisme dat zorg draagt voor een juist besturing 
van de artikulatoren gedurende het spreken is een analogie uitgewerkt die 
in een aantal opzichten gelijkenis vertoont met dit gedrag het bespelen 
van een fluit. Deze analogie brengt ons op het spoor van een aantal deel-
processen die vermoedelijk ook een rol spelen bij het produceren van spraak. 
Voor de beantwoording van de vraag in hoeverre de voorgestelde analogie een 
acceptabel model oplevert, worden onder meer de volgende punten aan de orde 
gesteld, (i) Welke is de 'eenheid' van spraakproduKtie' (n) Welke proces-
sen voltrekken zich tussen invoer en uitvoer binnen het spraakproduktieme-
chanisme' In dit verband worden twee alternatieve modellen kritisch bespro-
ken. (111) Wat is de rol van feedback bij het spreken' Dit laatste punt is 
onder meer van belang in verband met de vraag in hoeverre de dove in staat 
geacht mag worden zijn spraakvermogen te ontwikkelen. Het grootste deel 
van het hoofdstuk is gewijd aan de behandeling van de literatuur die be-
trekking heeft op deze aspekten van het spreken. Hieruit blijkt dat het 
voorgestelde model de gereleveerde data adekwaat kan beschrijven. Het model 
suggereert met name dat de opvatting van een één-op-één-relatie die zou be-
staan tussen fonemen enerzijds en neurale kommando's voor de artikulatoren 
anderzijds — zoals in verschillende varianten in de literatuur voorgesteld — 
onjuist is. Inderdaad wordt er steeds meer evidentie aangevoerd die erop 
wijst dat één spraakklank met behulp van verschillende artikulatoire kon-
figuraties kan worden gerealiseerd, waarbij geldt dat deze verschillende 
konfiguraties zijn voortgebracht door verschillende neurale komiando's en 
met kunnen worden toegeschreven aan perifere effekten Het voorgestelde 
model laat tevens zien dat, afhankelijk van de voorafgaande spraakklank, 
verschillende aktiviteit nodig is voor de realisatie van een omschreven ar-
tikulatoire konfiguratie. 
Het model heeft niet alleen gevolgen voor de wijze waarop artikulatie-
ontwikkeling moet worden bepaald, tevens volgen er aanwijzingen uit voor 
de praktijk van het spraakonderwijs. 
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2. In hoofdstuk 2 worden twee verschillende methoden van spraakverwer-
ving met elkaar vergeleken. De eerste beschrijft de wijze waarop de 
horende leert spreken, de tweede is de methode die in het spraakondemcht 
aan doven traditioneel gevolgd wordt. Een aantal essentiële tekortkomingen 
en problemen samenhangende met deze laatste methode wordt genoemd. Als op-
lossing voor deze problemen wordt gepleit voor een alternatieve weg waar-
bij de dove informatie over het spraakprodukt zelf wordt gegeven. Op deze 
wijze wordt de dove voorzien van een adekwate norm welke hem in staat stelt 
gebruik te maken van de natuurlijke gelijkmakingsprocedures die geacht wor-
den de kem van de normale spraakontwikkeling te vormen. 
3. Hoofdstuk 3 geeft, uitgaande van een serie eisen die aan een artikula-
tiekorrektor moeten worden gesteld, een gedetailleerde beschrijving 
van de ontwikkeling van de klinkerkorrektor. De klinkerkorrektor beeldt 
klinkers, gesproken m monosyllaben, af als lichtpunten op het scherm 
van een oscilloscoop. De plaats op het scherm vormt het kritenum voor een 
juiste uitspraak. Vanwege het beperkt aantal dimensies dat ter beschikking 
staat kunnen er tegelijkertijd met meer dan twee tot drie klinkers afge-
beeld worden zonder verlies van diskriminatie. Het apparaat kan echter ge-
makkelijk ingesteld worden voor het trainen van andere klinkers. 
4. In het vierde hoofdstuk wordt de klinkerkorrektor geëvalueerd als een 
hulpmiddel voor de spraaktraming van doven. Voor dit doel ontvingen 
twee vergelijkbare groepen van dove jongens spraaktraming. De ene groep 
trainde met de klinkerkorrektor terwijl de andere groep aanwijzingen ont-
ving van een logopedist verbonden aan een dovemnstituut. De verbetering van 
de verstaanbaarheid van de geoefende klinkers werd bepaald voor beide groe-
pen. Hieruit kon worden gekonkludeerd dat het positieve effekt dat werd ge-
observeerd in de groep, die trainde met de klinkerkorrektor, minstens zo 
groot is als het effekt dat werd bereikt in de andere groep. Dit resultaat 
mag worden beschouwd als veelbelovend ten aanzien van de verdere ontwikkeling 
van apparatuur voor de visuele afbeelding van spraak en de toepassing ervan 
in het onderwijs aan doven. 
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S T E L L I N G E N 
1. 
In het spraakonderricht moet de methode die tracht de spraakontwikkeling te 
bevorderen middels het verstrekken van informatie over het proces van het 
spreken onderscheiden worden van de methode die ditzelfde doel tracht te 
bereiken door informatie over het spraakprodukt te verschaffen. 
2. 
De verdere ontwikkeling van 'artikulatiekorrektoren' ten behoeve van spraak-
korrektie van doven moet zich niet richten op het ontwerpen van apparatuur 
die standen of bewegingen van de artikulatoren zichtbaar maakt, maar op de 
konstruktie van apparaten die artikulatieaspekten afbeelden die opgesloten 
liggen in het akoestisch spraaksignaal. 
3. 
De moeilijkheid om een vreemde spraakklank korrekt uit te spreken wordt 
niet zozeer veroorzaakt door een motorisch onvermogen om de benodigde artiku-
latoire positie te realiseren dan wel door een perceptueel onvermogen om de 
relevante aspekten van de klank te identificeren. 
4. 
Spraak van doven wordt niet beter verstaanbaar wanneer duur en duurverhoudingen 
van de spraaksegmenten langs kunstmatige weg worden genormaliseerd. 
5. 
Het experimentele paradigma waarin de akoestische feedback de spreker vertraagd 
bereikt, is geen vruchtbare methode voor de bestudering van de rol van akoes-
tische feedback in het proces van het spreken. 
6. 
Het fenomeen dat een spraaksignaal waarvan alleen de energierijke gedeelten 
(klinkers) waarneembaar zijn doordat de zwakkere gedeelten zijn onderdrukt, 
aanzienlijk verstaanbaarder wordt door er ruis aan toe te voegen, kan slechts 
adekwaat worden beschreven in een spraakpcrceptiemodel dat een analyse-door-
synthese-pnncipe insluit. 
Cherry С , Wiley R.l. Nature, 214, 1164 П%7) 
Holloway C.M. . Nature, 226, 178 (1970) 
7. 
Het onderzoek dat middels het uitschakelen of vervormen van afzonderlijke 
parameters in het spraaksignaal het relatieve belang van deze afzonderlijke 
aspekten voor de normale spraakperceptie wil bepalen, houdt onvoldoende 
rekening met het adaptief vermogen van het waamemingssysteem. 
8. 
De volgens de wet van Fechner te verwachten lineaire relatie tussen de snel­
heid waarmee een stuk muziek wordt uitgevoerd en de grootte van de geproduceer­
de verschillen in toonduur wordt slechts bij scmige musici aangetroffen. 
9. 
Het gebruik van het notenschrift in het muziekonderncht en tijdens het uit­
voeren van muziek dient tot het minimum beperkt te worden waardoor een sturing 
van het muzikale gedrag door een auditieve representatie van de muziek m de 
plaats kan komen van de sturmg door de sterk gereduceerde visuele kode van het 
notenschrift. 


